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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

The Maybell uranium mill tailings site is 25 miles (mi) (40 kilometers [km]) west of the
town of Craig, Colorado, in Moffat County, in the northwestern part of the state. The
unincorporated town of Maybell is 5 road mi (8 km) southwest of the site. The site is
2.5 mi (4 km) northeast of the Yampa River on relatively flat terrain broken by low, flat-
topped mesas. U.S. Highway 40 runs east-west 2 mi (3.2 km) south of the site.

The designated site covers approximately 110 acres (ac) (45 hectares [ha]) and consists of
a concave-shaped tailings pile and rubble from the demolition of the mill buildings buried in
the former mill area. The site is situated between Johnson Wash to the east and Rob Pit
Mine to the west. Numerous reclaimed and unreclaimed mines are in the immediate
vicinity. Aerial photographs (included at the end of this executive summary) show
evidence of mining activity around the Maybell site. Contaminated materials at the
Maybell processing site include the tailings pile, which has an average depth of 20 feet (ft)
(6 meters [m]) and contains 2.8 million cubic yards (yd3) (2.1 million cubic meters [m3]) of
tailings. The former mill processing area is on the north side of the site and contains
20,000 yd3 (15,000 m3) of contaminated demolition debris. Off-pile contamination is
present and includes areas adjacent to the tailings pile, as well as contamination dispersed
by wind and surface water flow. The volume of off-pile contamination to be placed in the
disposal cell is 550,000 yd3 (420,000 m3). The total volume of contaminated materials to
be disposed of as part of the remedial action is estimated to be 3.37 million yd3

(2.58 million m3).

PREVIOUS DISPOSAL CELL DESIGN AND GROUND WATER COMPLIANCE STRATEGY

Information presented in this Final Remedial Action Plan (RAP) and referenced in
supporting documents represents the current disposal cell design features and ground
water compliance strategy proposed by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) for the
Maybell, Colorado, tailings site. Both the disposal cell design and the ground water '
compliance strategy have changed from those proposed prior to the preliminary final RAP
document as a result of prudent site-specific technical evaluations. These changes are
summarized below. The DOE document Remedial Action Plan and Site Design for
Stabilization of the Inactive Uranium Mill Tailings Site at Maybell, Colorado, draft, UMTRA-
DOE/AL-050514.0000, September 1990, presents detailed information regarding the
earlier ground water compliance strategy.

The Preliminary Design for Review issued in August 1990 included a vegetative cover
topslope for erosion protection that conformed to the draft RAP. Subsequent to the issue
of the initial preliminary design, an evaluation of various cover types indicated that a
riprap-protected topslope would meet the performance criteria and would provide better
protection against erosion and reduce gullying potential. Thus, the cover design was
revised.
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The DOE draft RAP submitted in September 1990 proposed meeting a concentration limit
for each identified hazardous constituent to protect ground water at the Maybell site.
Concentration limits were proposed as the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
maximum concentration limits (MCL) or the statistical maximum of background ground
water quality at the tailings site (whichever was higher) for those hazardous constituents
without MCLs. In addition, the DOE established a point of compliance (POC) and
recommended a ground water monitoring program to demonstrate compliance with the
proposed ground water protection strategy. This strategy subsequently was changed to
the ground water protection strategy presented in this document, based on a reevaluation
of site background ground water quality and usage and the changes in disposal cell cover
design.

REMEDIAL ACTION

Pursuant to the, requirements of the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act (UMTRCA)
(42 USC §7901 etseq.), the proposed RAP will satisfy the EPA standards 40 CFR Part
192, Subparts A through C, for cleanup, stabilization, and control of the residual
radioactive materials (tailings and other contaminated materials) at the disposal site. The
construction of an engineered disposal cell will satisfy the tailings control requirements of

.40 CFR §192.02(a).

The remedial action is to stabilize the existing tailings pile in place. Demolition debris from
the former mill processing yard, windblown areas containing contaminated soils,
waterborne contamination from surface water runoff from the area around the tailings pile
and from releases of tailings effluents, and vicinity property contamination will be placed
with the tailings on the existing pile. Stabilization in place was selected as the remedial
action because it presents the fewest potential negative impacts to the environment and is
the least costly option.

The completed disposal cell will contain the estimated 3.37 million yd3 (2.58 million m3) of
contaminated materials on approximately 66 ac (27 ha). The disposal cell will rise an
average of 40 ft (12 m) above the surrounding topography. A rock apron 20 ft (6 m) wide
will be placed along the south and east sides of the pile to prevent headward erosion of
gullies into the pile. Permanent ditches also will be constructed on the north and west
sides of the stabilized pile to divert flow away from the pile. The disposal cell will contain
a multicomponent cover 6.7 ft (2 m) thick. The cover will include a radon/infiltration
barrier (sandy clay/sandy silt amended with 10 percent bentonite), a layer to protect the
radon/infiltration barrier against frost penetration and prevent moisture buildup, a sand and
gravel bedding/drainage layer, and a rock erosion protection layer at the cell surface.

Upon issuance of the preliminary final RAP, a study was initiated to evaluate the potential
for eliminating the frost protection layer, based on the performance of the amended
bentonite layer undergoing multiple freeze-thaw cycles. Previous studies performed by
Wong and Haug (1991) and others showed a reduction in the permeabilities of sands
amended with bentonite with an increasing number of freeze-thaw cycles. The DOE
arranged similar freeze-thaw testing with the site-specific barrier material at Maybell
amended with a range of percentages of bentonite, to assess if it too will demonstrate
improved performance under freeze-thaw cycles in terms of reduced permeabilities.
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Should these tests be conclusive in demonstrating improved performance of the amended
bentonite material, this final RAP may be amended to eliminate or reduce the thickness of
a frost protection layer.

To meet Subpart C of 40 CFR §192.21 (b) the DOE will propose the use of supplemental
surface cleanup standards for portions of Johnson Wash and Lay Creek.

DESIGN ANALYSES

Detailed investigations of geologic, geomorphic, and seismic conditions at the Maybell site
were conducted and incorporated in the remedial action design. The disposal site will be
stable geomorphically, i.e., against gully erosion in the cell vicinity or slope failure.
Tributary gullies between Johnson Wash and the disposal embankment also will be
stabilized by slope control and protected by riprap material. Seismic design parameters
were developed for the geotechnical analyses of the disposal cell. The geotechnical
stability of the disposal cell was analyzed to ensure long-term performance in meeting the
design standards. Geotechnical analyses included slope stability, settlement, cover
cracking, and liquefaction potential.

The disposal cell cover and erosion protection features were analyzed and designed to
protect the contaminated materials against surface water and wind erosion. A rock apron
20 ft (6 m) wide will be placed along the south and east sides of the pile to prevent
headward erosion of gullies into the pile. Permanent ditches also will be constructed on
the north and west sides to divert flow away from the pile. Rock to be used on the
disposal cell top, sideslopes, apron, and ditches was sized to withstand probable maximum
precipitation/flood events.

The disposal cell's 1.5-ft (0.5-m)-thick, fine-grained radon barrier will meet the radon
emissions requirements of 40 CFR §192.02(b). The compacted overburden materials from
the Rob Pit overburden pile will be amended with 10 percent bentonite by weight to form
a low-permeabi|ity layer that will reduce radon release to below performance standards and
limit infiltration of precipitation through the tailings.

Upon issuance of the preliminary final RAP, a study was initiated to evaluate the potential
of reducing the 10 percent bentonite requirement in the barrier material. The current 10
percent bentonite design is based primarily on the cover infiltration flux of 1x10"7

centimeters per second (2.8 x 10'4 feet per day). Only 8.7 inches (22 centimeters) of
cover are required to meet the radon emanation requirement (Calculation MAY-326-02-00,
Attachment 1, Volume III). Radon emanation can be shown to be within the standard
required in 40 CFR § 192.02(b) by using a significantly lower percentage of bentonite.

Design parameters of the proposed disposal cell have been evaluated in conjunction with
the hydrologic and geochemical characteristics of the Maybell site. Although not
necessary to the ground water protection strategy presented in the RAP, naturally
occurring geochemical conditions within the Browns Park Formation aquifer (uppermost
aquifer) tend to decrease ground water contamination downgradient within the influence of
the Maybell tailings pile. Based on the site evaluations conducted to date, the proposed
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disposal cell design will comply with the proposed EPA ground water protection standards
(40 CFR Part 192).

GROUND WATER COMPLIANCE

The DOE has characterized the hydrogeologic units, hydraulic and transport properties,
water quality, ground water use, and geochemical conditions at the Maybell site. The
existing tailings pile is underlain by the Browns Park Formation. The principal aquifer
system (uppermost aquifer) is the upper sandstone unit of the Browns Park Formation.
The top of the unconfined ground water table occurs within this formation at depths from
35 to greater than 300 ft (11 to 90 m) beneath the ground surface. Ground water flows
southwesterly, away from the existing tailings pile. The nearest downgradient domestic
well is 3 mi (5 km) south of the tailings site.

To achieve compliance with the final EPA ground water protection standards, the DOE
proposes a narrative supplemental standard based on the criterion that the ground water in
the uppermost aquifer is'limited use (40 CFR §192.21 (g)). Ground water in the Browns
Park Formation is not a current or potential drinking water source and meets the definition
of limited use based on widespread ambient contamination due to naturally occurring
uranium mineralization and to mining activities not related to on-site uranium milling
operations (40 CFR §192.11(e)(2)). The following aerial photographs show the extent of
mining activity around the site. The narrative supplemental ground water standard
considered evaluation of long-term seepage, transient drainage, and geochemical
conditions.

No POC ground water monitoring or numerical concentration limits are proposed for the
Browns Park Formation at the Maybell site. POC ground water monitoring would not serve
any purpose because of two site-specific conditions. First, background ground water
quality in the Browns Park Formation is highly variable. Second, the Browns Park
Formation aquifer is not a current or potential drinking water source downgradient of the
proposed disposal cell. In lieu of "POC ground water monitoring, the DOE proposes a
conceptual cell performance monitoring plan to satisfy 40 CFR Part 192, Subparts A and
B, during the post-closure period. A detailed cell performance monitoring plan will be
provided in the Maybell long-term surveillance plan.

To achieve compliance with Subpart B of 40 CFR Part 192 (ground water cleanup) at the
Maybell UMTRA Project site, the DOE proposes no remediation as the ground water
compliance strategy. This is based on ground water jn the uppermost aquifer (Browns
Park Formation) being classified as limited use, thus providing the basis for the application
of supplemental standards 40 CFR §192.21 (g) and §192.11(e).
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Photograph 1
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1.0 GENERAL INFORMATION

The inactive uranium mill tailings site near Maybell, Colorado, is one of 24 abandoned
uranium mill sites designated to be remediated by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
under the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act (UMTRCA) of "1978 (42 USC §7901
etseq.). Part of the UMTRCA requires the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to
concur with the DOE's remedial action plan (RAP) and certify compliance of site remedial
action with the standards promulgated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA).

Included in the RAP is this remedial action selection (RAS) report, whose purpose is
twofold. First, it describes the activities proposed by the DOE to accomplish remediation
and long-term stabilization and control of the radioactive materials at the inactive uranium
mill processing site near Maybell, Colorado. Second, upon concurrence and execution by
the DOE, the state of Colorado, and the NRC, it becomes Appendix B of the Cooperative
Agreement between the DOE and the state of Colorado.

It is the DOE's intent, as required by UMTRCA, to comply with EPA regulations in
Subparts A through C of 40 CFR Part 192 (1995) in the preparation of this RAP. All
remedial action planning and design considerations contained herein reflect the
incorporation of this regulatory guidance. Therefore, by performing all remedial action
activities in accordance with the design presented in this RAP, the DOE will meet the
standards of 40 CFR Part 192. Section 1.2.3,summarizes these regulations and proposed
action compliance by the DOE.

1.1 SITE GEOGRAPHY AND DEMOGRAPHY

1.1.1 History

The Trace Elements Corporation established the Maybell, Colorado, mill site in
1955 and 1956. The Union Carbide Corporation assumed control of the site
and began operating the mill in 1957. Umetco Minerals Corporation, a wholly
owned subsidiary of the Union Carbide Corporation, holds the radioactive

.materials license for the tailings site and continues as the operational controller.
Uranium ore was obtained from nearby open pit mines. Under Umetco's 7 years
of operation, the mill processed approximately 2.6 million tons (2.4 million
tonnes) of ore, having a grade of 0.098 percent uranium oxide (U3O8). All
concentrate produced was sold to the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. An
upgrader circuit at the processing plant treated low-grade ore prior to leaching.
After the mill shut down in November 1964, Umetco dismantled it and, in
1971, started stabilizing the tailings in accordance with state of Colorado
regulations. Remaining features include the tailings pile, foundation materials at
the former mill processing site area, open pit mines, and overburden piles.
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1.1.2 Description

The Maybell site is 25 miles (mi) (40 kilometers [km]) west of the city of Craig,
Colorado, in Moffat County, in the northwestern portion of Colorado
(Figure 1.1). The site is 2.5 mi (4 km) northeast of the Yampa River on
relatively flat terrain broken by low, flat-topped mesas. U.S. Highway 40 runs
east-west 2 mi (3.2 km) south of the site. The small, unincorporated town of
Maybell is 5 road mi (8 km) southwest of the site. The nearest residence is
2.9 mi (4.7 km) southwest of the site.

The Maybell tailings pile is in Section 19, Township 7 North, Range 94 West,
Sixth Principal Meridian, and at 40 degrees 32 minutes 40 seconds north
latitude and 107 degrees 59 minutes 30 seconds west longitude. The former
processing mill site is adjacent to the northern boundary of the tailings pile. The
former mill site is in parts of Sections 18 and 19, Township 7 North, Range 94
West, Sixth Principal Meridian (FBDU, 1981).

The Maybell tailings site is drained by Johnson Wash, a dry arroyo (with gullies
up to 40 feet [ft] deep) (12 meters [m]) that is a tributary to Lay Creek.
Johnson Wash remains dry except during major runoff events. Lay Creek is a
tributary to the Yampa River; its confluence with the river is about 5 mi (8 km)
southwest of the Maybell tailings pile. The only permanent body of water near
the tailings site is in the bottom of Rob Pit, located 2000 ft (600 m) west of the
tailings pile. The Maybell tailings site is approximately 200 ft (60 m) higher in
elevation than the Lay Creek floodplain at its confluence with Johnson Wash.
Therefore, flooding in either Lay Creek or the Yampa River will not impact the
Maybell tailings site.

1.1.3 Mineral resources

Known economically important mineral resources in the region are limited to
uranium ores, coal, and oil and gas deposits. The Maybell site area has been
extensively mined for uranium, and ore bodies are still present. Uranium mining
has not occurred in this area in recent years. Coal-bearing formations do not
occur in the site area. The site is within two active Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) oil and gas leases, and numerous unpatented mining claims
are at and around the site (Perez, 1992). No ongoing oil and gas or mineral
development activities are occurring at or around the site. The Maybell environ-
mental assessment (EA) (DOE, 1994) presents additional information on mineral
resources.

1.1.4 Land use

The majority of the land around the site is under federal ownership and is
administered by the BLM. However, private land is south, east, and west of the
site. The northern portion of the designated site is on land administered by the
BLM; the southern portion is on private land. Umetco holds the radioactive
materials license for the designated site and continues as the operational
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controller. Umetco is not a landowner of the designated site. The state of
Colorado is authorized to perform land appraisals of the privately held properties
associated with the proposed remedial action. Upon acquisition of the privately
held properties, title shall transfer from the state of Colorado to the DOE. Prior
to initiation of the remedial action, the final disposal site area administered by
the BLM also would transfer to the United States of America under the DOE's
administration.

Virtually all of the land around the site is used for low-density livestock grazing.
The tailings site is within three BLM grazing leases totaling 9369 acres (ac)
(3792 hectares [ha]) and having a combined grazing capacity of 954 animal
unit-months (Hillberry, 1986). Open pit mining and related activities have
disturbed areas northeast, north-northwest, and south of the site. Four inactive
open pit mines are within 1 mi (1.6 km) of the site. The EA. (DOE, 1994)
presents additional land use information for the Maybell area.

1.1.5 Socioeconomics .

The Maybell tailings site is in a remote area in northwestern Colorado. The
closest service center, county seat, and only town of size in Moffat County is
Craig, approximately 25 mi (40 km) east of Maybell. Between 1970 and 1980,
Moffat County's population approximately doubled due to increases in oil and
gas exploration, coal mining, and the construction of a large coal-fired, electric-
generating plant. Virtually all of the population increase occurred in Craig
(Economic Development Commission, n.d.; Gibbons, 1986). The Colorado-Ute
Power Plant just south of Craig was completed in the early 1980s. The 1980s
also saw a general decline in the energy industry and subsequent decline in
population in Moffat County. The 1990 census reported a population of 11,357
in Moffat County and 8091 in Craig (DOC, 1991). The population of Maybell
(unincorporated), which also includes area ranches, has remained relatively
stable at approximately 100 residents (Johnson, 1986; Moch, 1992).

Historically, agriculture and mining have been the primary employment activities
in Moffat County. However, by the early 1980s, employment data indicated
changes in the historical employment activities. Agriculture had been replaced
by retail trade and government employment activities. Retail trade, government,
and mining are the current primary sources of employment in the county. In
Craig, long-term coal mining leases within and adjacent to Moffat County were .
the basis for a major source of employment. The Colorado-Ute Power Plant is
another significant employer in Craig. No projects currently proposed for Moffat
County or the city of Craig would affect existing employment patterns
(Moch, 1990).
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/ 1.2 PROPOSED ACTION SUMMARY

1.2.1 Contaminated material

Table 1.1 summarizes the estimated volumes of contaminated materials
distributed at the Maybell site. The estimated volume of contaminated material
is 3.37 million cubic yards (yd3) (2.58 million cubic meters [m3]).

Table 1.1 Areas and estimated volumes of contaminated materials at the Maybell,
Colorado, tailings site

Area Approximate contaminated volumes

(yd3) (m3)

Tailings pile 2,800,000 2,140,000

Demolition debris 20,000 15,000

Off-pile contaminated material 550,000 420,000
(including north, west, and south sides of
tailings pile; windblown; and waterborne)

Total site 3,370,000 2,580,000

The site (Figure 1.2) consists of a concave tailings pile and rubble from the
demolition of the mill buildings buried in the former mill processing area. The
tailings pile is nearly rectangular, with an average thickness of 20 ft (6 m). A
fence restricts access to the tailings pile.

Numerous abandoned uranium mines exist in the Maybell tailings pile area. Rob
Pit, 2000 ft (600 m) west of the Maybell tailings pile, contains standing water
in the pit bottom. Johnson Pit, 1000 ft (300 m) south of the tailings pile, has
been partially backfilled with mine overburden. Several reclaimed and
unreclaimed overburden piles are also in the immediate area (Figure 1.2).

The failings pile at the Maybell site contains approximately 2.8 million yd3

(2.1 million m3) of tailings. Figure 1.2 shows the tailings area within the
designated site boundary. Union Carbide, the former mill operators, covered the
tailings pile with 6 inches (15 centimeters [cm]) of soil, in accordance with state
of Colorado regulations. The soil cover was revegetated with crested
wheatgrass (DOE, 1983). However, surface water flow (FBDU, 1981) has
eroded the cover soil and approximately 20 percent of the pile has exposed
tailings.

The former mill processing area is on the north side of the site (Figure 1.2).
Within this area is an estimated 20,000 yd3 (15,000 m3) of contaminated
demolition debris located directly north of the tailings pile. Calculation
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MAY-340-01-01 in Attachment 1, Volume III, presents quantity estimates and
descriptions for the various types of demolition debris.

In addition to the tailings pile area of contamination shown in Figure 1.2, off-pile
contamination also exists. The volume of off-pile contaminated material is
approximately 550,000 yd3 (420,000 m3) and is composed of contamination
adjacent to the tailings pile (244,000 yd3 [187,000 m3]), as well as windblown
(240,000 yd3 [184,000 m3]) and waterborne (61,000 yd3 [47,000 m3])
contamination. Figure 1.3 presents the areal extent of contamination exceeding
5 picocuries per gram (pCi/g) (185 millibecquerels per gram [mBq/g]) radium
(Ra)-226 in the area surrounding the tailings pile and outside the designated site.

Areas on the north, west, and south sides of the tailings pile contain
approximately 244,000 yd3 (187,000 m3) of contaminated material. The
material consists of contaminated soils and a raffinate pond adjacent to the
southwest end of the tailings pile. These areas are divided into sections as
described on Sheets 8 and 9 of Calculation MAY-377-01-00, Attachment 1,
Volume III. Sheet 44 of-Calculation MAY-377-01-00 shows the locations of
these sections.

Wind has dispersed contamination to areas surrounding the tailings pile.
Approximately 240,000 yd3 (184,000 m3) of soils are contaminated, with the
largest areas located north and east of the tailings pile. These areas are divided
into subareas, as described on Sheets 6 and 7 of Calculation MAY-377-01-00,
Attachment 1, Volume III. Sheet 44 of Calculation MAY-377-01-00 shows the
locations of these subareas.

Surface water flow has dispersed contamination to drainage areas near the
tailings pile. Approximately 61,000 yd3 (47,000 m3) of soils are contaminated.
Areas of contamination are divided into subareas as described on Sheets 6
and 7 of Calculation MAY-377-01-00, Attachment 1, Volume III. Sheets 39,
40, and 42 of Calculation MAY-377-01-00 show the locations of these
subareas.

Two areas of elevated contamination ("hot spots") in the drainage systems are
the result of waterborne contaminant transport (Figure 1.3). One hot spot is
approximately 3000 ft (900 m) east of the tailings pile in Johnson Wash as it
crosses under a county road. It is designated Subarea "Z" and consists of three
separate locations covering approximately 2.7 ac (1.1 ha) (see Sheet 42 of
Calculation MAY-377-01-00, Attachment 1, Volume III). Approximately 8800
yd3 (6700 m3) of soil will be excavated to an average depth of 2 ft (0.6 m) in
these three areas and placed in the disposal cell.

The other hot spot, also in Johnson Wash, is south of the tailings pile near the
confluence of Johnson Wash and Lay Creek. This hot spot consists of two
areas within Johnson Wash, one on either side of U.S. Highway 40, designated
Subarea "Z-1" and Subarea "Z-2." These two subareas cover approximately
7.5 ac (3.0 ha) (see Sheet 39 of Calculation MAY-377-01-00, Attachment 1,
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Volume III). Approximately 24,100 yd3 (18,400 m3) of soil will be excavated to
an average depth of 2 ft (0.6 m) in these two areas and placed in the disposal
cell.

Cleanup of contaminated materials is not proposed for the entire area depicted
in Figure 1.3. The tailings pile, adjacent contaminated areas, and windblown
contamination will be consolidated in the disposal cell, which will be constructed
at the location of the existing tailings pile. Drawing MAY-PS-10-0209 of
Attachment 1, Subcontract Documents, shows the locations of all contaminated
areas that will be excavated as part of the remedial action. However,
excavation of contaminated materials will be controlled in the field during the
remedial action based on the actual conditions encountered and will meet
UMTRA Project cleanup and verification standards.

The areas south of the permanent withdrawal boundary along Johnson Wash
and Lay Creek are vicinity properties, and the cleanup of any elevated milling-
related contamination in these areas will be conducted under the vicinity
property program. Supplemental standards applications for any area not
proposed for cleanup will be submitted by the DOE for review by both the NRC
and CDPHE.

1.2.2 Proposed action overview

The proposed remedial action for the tailings pile and nearby areas of
contaminated materials will be stabilization at the present location of the tailings
pile. The completed disposal cell will cover approximately 66 ac (27 ha) and
will be somewhat triangular, with a maximum length of 2650 ft (810 m) and a
maximum width of 1750 ft (530 m) (Figure 1.4). A gently sloping rock erosion
protection apron will extend out 20 ft (6 m) from the above grade sideslopes of
the pile along the south and east toes. The apron will prevent headward erosion
of gullies into the pile. The rock will be sized to resist erosion by flow from the
probable maximum precipitation (PMP) on the pile or flow from the probable
maximum flood (PMF) around the pile. In addition, areas around the pile will be
graded to control surface drainage away from the disposal cell.

Contaminated materials stabilized in place at the present tailings pile location
will be consolidated and contoured to form a disposal cell with maximum
sideslopes of 20 percent (five horizontal to one vertical) and topslopes of
3 percent. The top of the cell will average 40 ft (12 m) above the surrounding
terrain. Figure 1.5 shows a typical cross section of the disposal cell, including
topslope and sideslope design parameters. The topslope of the cell will be
covered with a fine-grained radon barrier 1.5 ft (0.5 m) thick. The radon barrier
will consist of compacted overburden materials from the Rob Pit Overburden
Pile, which have been amended with 10 percent bentonite by weight to form a
low-permeability layer that will reduce radon release to below performance
standards and limit infiltration of precipitation through the tailings. A frost
protection layer 4 ft (1.2 m) thick will overlie the radon barrier to prevent frost
penetration from reaching the radon barrier and increasing its permeability. The
uppermost cover of the cell will consist of a 6-inch (15-cm) gravel bedding layer
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overlain by an 8-inch (20-cm)-thick layer of riprap to prevent wind and water
erosion and gully development. The riprap protection was designed to resist
erosion by flow from the PMP on the pile.

Sideslopes of the disposal cell will be covered with a 1.5-ft (0.5-m)-thick, fine-
grained radon barrier. The radon barrier will consist of compacted overburden
materials from the Rob Pit Overburden Pile. The Rob Pit overburden materials
will be amended with 10 percent bentonite by weight to form a low-permeability
layer that will reduce radon release to below performance standards and limit
infiltration of precipitation through the tailings. A 4-ft (1.2-m)-thick frost protec-
tion layer will overlie the radon barrier to prevent frost penetration from reaching
the radon barrier and affecting its permeability. The outermost sideslope cover
will consist of a 6-inch (15-cm)-thick gravel bedding layer overlain by a 1 -ft
(0.3-m)-thick riprap layer. The bedding layer and riprap were designed to resist
PMP peak discharges in accordance with standard design procedures described
in the Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial Action (UMTRA) Technical Approach
Document (TAD) (DOE, 1989).

On the north, west, and south sides of the stabilized pile, permanent ditches will
be constructed to divert flow away from the pile. Figure 1.4 presents the
location and extent of two permanent ditches (Nos. 1 and 2). The rock
designed for the erosion protection layer for the two ditches will be sized to
resist erosion by flow from the PMP or PMF.

Key trenches designed to be collapsible and provide a stable slope against
scours are provided at the outlet for permanent ditch No. 1 and the gullies along
Johnson Wash and at the inlet for permanent ditch No. 2 and the apron along
the eastern and southern embankment toe. Additional erosion protection
(Figure 1.4) for the stabilized pile will be implemented in the area between the
pile and Johnson Wash. This area will be regraded and the gullies protected
with rock riprap.

The final restricted area will cover approximately 265 ac (107 ha). Warning
signs, boundary markers, and survey monuments will mark the perimeter of the
area. The areas surrounding the disposal cell that were disturbed by the
remedial action will be backfilled as required, graded to control surface drainage,
and revegetated.

To achieve compliance with the final EPA ground water protection standards
(40 CFR Part 192), the DOE proposes a narrative supplemental standard to
ensure protection of human health and the environment. Design parameters of
the proposed disposal cell have been evaluated in conjunction with the
hydrogeologic and geochemical characteristics of the Maybell site. Although
not necessary to the ground water protection strategy presented in the RAP,
naturally occurring geochemical conditions within the Browns Park Formation
aquifer (uppermost aquifer) tend to decrease contamination of ground water
downgradient within the influence of the existing tailings pile. Because the
disposal cell design will restrict water infiltration, steady-state seepage from the
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disposal cell following construction will be less than the seepage that is
currently occurring. Therefore, contamination of ground water downgradient of
the affected area should be less than that currently present over the long term.
Based on the site evaluations conducted to date, the DOE has demonstrated
that the proposed disposal cell design will comply with the final EPA ground
water protection standards (40 CFR Part 192).

1.2.3 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency standards and proposed action
compliance

On November 8, 1978, Congress passed the UMTRCA 42 USC §7901 et seq.
Title I of the UMTRCA authorized the Secretary of Energy to enter into
cooperative agreements with affected states or Indian tribes to clean up those
inactive sites contaminated with uranium mill tailings. Title I required the EPA
to promulgate standards for these sites and defined the role of the NRC.

In developing these standards, the EPA determined that the primary objective
for control of residual radioactive materials (RRM) is isolation and stabilization to
prevent their misuse by people and dispersion by natural forces. Other
objectives are to reduce radon emissions and eliminate significant public
exposure to gamma radiation.

On September 3, 1985, the U.S. Court of Appeals for theTenth Circuit
remanded the portion of the standards relating to ground water. Proposed
standards were issued for comment by the EPA on September 24, 1987 (52 FR
36000). Subpart A of the proposed standards sets forth the requirements for
control of the contaminant releases to ground water at the disposal sites.

As required by the UMTRCA, remedial action at the Maybell site must comply
with the regulations established by the EPA in Subparts A through C of 40 CFR
Part 192. The regulations and proposed action compliance with the EPA
standards can be summarized as follows:

Disposal site longevity

The disposal site will be designed to stabilize and control the tailings and other
RRMs for 1000 years to the extent reasonably achievable and, in any case, for
at least 200 years (40 CFR § 192.02(a).

The proposed remedial action, stabilization in place at a repository cell, has been
designed to meet Subpart A of 40 CFR Part 192. Design parameters for the
proposed repository follow the latest UMTRA Project guidance (DOE, 1989)
developed to ensure compliance with 40 CFR Part 192 performance criteria.
Repository design components were chosen to meet the minimum of 200-year
effectiveness and the desired 1000-year effectiveness requirements.

The construction of an engineered disposal cell will satisfy the requirements for
long-term tailings control. Detailed investigations of geologic, geomorphic, and
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seismic conditions at the Maybell site were conducted and incorporated in the
remedial action design.

Seismic design parameters were developed for the geotechnical analyses of the
disposal cell. The geotechnical stability of the disposal cell was analyzed to
ensure long-term performance in meeting the design standards. Geotechnical
analyses included slope stability, settlement, and liquefaction potential.

The top cover and sideslope design will minimize water infiltration through the
pile and pile erosion. The disposal cell cover and erosion protection features
were analyzed and designed to isolate the contaminated materials from surface
water and wind erosion. The disposal site will be stable geomorphically, i.e.,
against gully erosion in the vicinity of the cell or slope failure. Tributary gullies
between Johnson Wash and the disposal embankment also will be stabilized by
slope control and protected by riprap material.

Radon emission barrier

The disposal site design will prevent radon-222 emission from the RRMs to the
atmosphere such that the flux rate does not exceed 20 picocuries per square
meter per second (pCi/m2s) (0.74 becquerels per square meter per second
[Bq/m2s]) or increase the annual average concentration of radon-222 in air at or
above any location outside the disposal site by more than 0.5 picocurie per liter
(pCi/L) (18.5 becquerels per cubic meter [Bq/m3]) (40 CFR §192.02{b)).

The disposal cell's 1.5-ft (0.5-m)-thick fine-grained radon barrier will meet the
radon emissions requirements of 40 CFR §192.02(b). The compacted
overburden materials from the Rob Pit Overburden Pile will be amended with 10
percent bentonite by weight to form a low-permeability layer that will reduce
radon release to below performance standards and limit infiltration of
precipitation through the tailings.

Surface cleanup standards

Surface remedial action will be conducted to provide reasonable assurance that
the Ra-226 concentration in land not part of the disposal site averaged over any
area of 100 square meters (m2) (1076 square ft [ft2]) does not exceed the
background level by more than 5 pCi/g (185 mBq/g) averaged over the first
6 inches (15 cm) of soil below the surface and 15 pCi/g (555 mBq/g) averaged
over 6-inch (15-cm) layers of soil more than 6 inches (15 cm) below the
surface, as a result of any RRMs at the designated processing site (40 CFR
§192.12(a)).

Detailed investigations on the extent of contamination at the Maybell site have
determined that, in addition to the contaminated material in the existing tailings
pile and the demolition debris from the former processing mill, off-site
contamination also exists. Wind dispersion and storm water runoff have
contaminated areas adjacent to the tailings pile. Waterborne contamination is
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present in Johnson Wash and a portion of Lay Creek near its confluence with
Johnson Wash.

The requirements of 40 CFR §192.12{a), will be followed as cleanup standards.
Cleanup of the contaminated areas with subsequent disposal within the
engineered cell will ensure the protection of human health and the environment.
Contaminated materials from the former mill processing yard, windblown areas,
vicinity properties, and adjacent waterborne areas will be placed with the
tailings on the existing pile.

The DOE will follow Subpart C of 40 CFR 192.21 (b) regarding the proposed use
of supplemental surface cleanup standards for portions of Johnson Wash and
Lay Creek. Contaminated materials in Johnson Wash south of the permanent
withdrawal boundary and materials in Lay Creek are not proposed for cleanup.
These areas are vicinity properties, and cleanup of any elevated milling-related
contamination in these areas will be conducted under the vicinity property
program. Justification for DOE's proposed use of supplemental surface cleanup
standards to most of Johnson Wash and Lay Creek is based on the following
criteria:

• Environmental harm to riparian and wetland areas.

• Costly excavation and diversion of Lay Creek.

• Detrimental effects on geomorphic stability in Johnson Wash.

• Low radon flux from existing contaminants with respect to naturally
occurring uranium mineralization.

• Low predicted effects from human consumption of cattle that graze in
Johnson Wash.

Ground water protection compliance

The DOE must demonstrate compliance with the final EPA ground water
protection standards (40 CFR Part 192).

The DOE has characterized the hydrogeologic units, hydraulic properties, water
quality, ground water use, and geochemical conditions at the Maybell site. The
Browns Park Formation underlies the existing tailings pile. The principal aquifer
system (uppermost aquifer) is the upper sandstone unit of the Browns Park
Formation. The top of the unconfined ground water table occurs within this
formation at depths from 35 to greater than 300 ft (11 to 90 m) beneath the
ground surface. Ground water flows southwesterly, away from the existing
tailings pile. The nearest downgradient domestic well is 3 mi (5 km) south of
the tailings site.
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The disposal option proposed for the Maybell tailings site involves stabilizing the
existing tailings and associated contaminated materials in place. An above-
ground disposal cell has been designed to reduce radon emanation, minimize
infiltration of water, withstand differential settlement, resist degradation, and
meet the final EPA ground water protection standards (40 CFR Part 192).

To achieve compliance, the DOE proposes a narrative supplemental standard to
ensure protection of human health and the environment. The supplemental
ground water standard applies to the Browns Park Formation. The consideration
of a supplemental ground water standard has included long-term seepage and
transient drainage from the completed disposal cell. Favorable geochemical
conditions at the site enhance the disposal cell performance but are not
necessary to the supplemental standard ground water protection strategy.

The DOE is not proposing numerical concentration limits or a designated point of
compliance (POC) for hazardous constituents identified in the ground water at
the Maybell site. Background ground water quality in the Browns Park
Formation aquifer is highly variable and generally poor. Concentrations of the
EPA hazardous constituents vary from below laboratory method reporting limits
to one order of magnitude above the final EPA standards. In addition, the
ground water in the Browns Park Formation downgradient of the affected area is
not a current or potential drinking water source. Establishing numerical
concentration limits for the identified hazardous constituents at a specified POC
will not further protect human health and the environment.

Ground water cleanup criteria

To achieve compliance with Subpart B of 40 CFR Part 192 (ground water
cleanup) at the Maybell UMTRA Project site, the DOE proposes no remediation
as the ground water strategy. This determination has been made using the
ground water strategy selection framework developed in the final Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement for the Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial Action
Ground Water Project (PBS) (DOE, 1996a).

The ground water compliance strategy of no remediation is based on ground
water in the uppermost aquifer (Browns Park Formation) being classified as
limited use, thus providing the basis for the application of supplemental
standards 40 CFR § 192.21 (g) and § 192.11 (e). Ground water in the uppermost
aquifer at the Maybell site contains widespread, ambient uranium and other ore-
related constituents (such as arsenic and selenium) resulting from naturally-
occurring conditions (natural uranium mineralization) and from the effects of
broad-scale human activity not related to uranium-milling operations (uranium
exploration and mining activities).

Applying the decision framework developed in the final PEIS as the compliance
strategy selection process, the DOE has determined that in a very limited area,
ground water in the uppermost aquifer was contaminated by uranium processing
activities at the Maybell site. Ground water quality in areas adjacent to the
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tailings embankment, both inside and outside the permanent land withdrawal
area, was statistically compared to background ground water concentration.
These comparisons indicate that the levels of constituents of concern that were
added to ground water by uranium milling activities decline sharply in areas next
to the site. Concentrations of site related constituents outside of the permanent
withdrawal area are within the range of background.

1.3 SCOPE AND CONTENT

This RAS report is structured to provide a brief but comprehensive description
of the proposed remedial action for the Maybell site. An extensive amount of
data and supporting information generated and evaluated for this remedial action
are not incorporated into this single document, but are included or referenced in
the supporting documents. Pertinent information and data are included in this
RAP with reference to the supporting documents. The RAP will consist of this
RAS and the following supporting documents:

Attachment 1: Subcontract documents, calculations, specifications, design
drawings, and information for bidders contain detailed
information on the remedial action design. Attachment 1
includes the following documents:

• "Subcontract Documents, Final Design for Construction."

• "Calculations, Final Design for Construction," Volumes I-V.

• • "Information for Bidders, Final Design for Construction,"
Volumes J-V.

Attachment 2: Geology Report; describes the details of geologic, geomorphic,
and seismic conditions at the site.

Attachment 3: Ground Water Hydrology Report; describes the hydrology,
water quality, and water resources at the site, includes the
Hydrological Services Calculations as Appendix A and Ground
Water Quality by Location as Appendix B.

Attachment 4: Water Resources Protection Strategy; describes how the
remedial action will comply with the final EPA ground water
standards.

These reports provide data, analyses, and a more detailed description of the
various aspects of the RAP.

1.4 COLLATERAL DOCUMENTS
<

The Maybell EA (DOE, 1994) describes existing conditions at the site and the
potential impacts of the remedial action. The EA describes the proposed
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remedial action, the alternatives, and the associated environmental impacts of
the alternatives. The EA presents environmental information describing the site
in greater detail than in the RAP. The EA provides additional site information on
threatened and endangered species and presents the floodplain assessment for
the Johnson Wash and Lay Creek areas.

The TAD (DOE, 1989) describes the technical approaches and procedures used
on the UMTRA Project. The TAD contains discussions on major technical areas;
design considerations; surface water hydrology and erosion control;
geotechnical aspects of disposal cell design; radiological issues, in particular, as
they pertain to the radon barrier; and the protection of ground water resources.

Copies of these collateral documents, as well as supporting data and
calculations for the Maybell project, are on file in the UMTRA Project Office in
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

1.5 REMEDIAL ACTION SELECTION REPORT ORGANIZATION

Sections 2.0 through 6.0 of this RAS report have been organized by technical
discipline. The compilation and presentation of information in this RAS have
been modeled after the approach taken in the NRC site technical evaluation
report (TER). The RAS report has been formatted in accordance with the
requirements of the NRC's standard format and content (SF&C) (NRC, 1989)
guide for documentation as applicable to the UMTRA Project site. This
document has been generated to facilitate the NRC's preparation of a TER for
the proposed remedial action at the Maybell site. The design details of the
proposed remedial action and relevant criteria are available in supporting
documents, reports, drawings, specifications, and calculations, as described in
Section 1.3 and summarized in Table 1.2.
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Table 1.2 Relationship between design details/criteria and supporting calculations
and reports

Design detail
or criteria Calculation number Title8

Geomorphology MAY-330-03-00

Seismicity

Surface water

Geotechnical

MAY-337-01-01

MAY-323-02-01

MAY-323-11-01

MAY-336-15-00

MAY-354-01-00

MAY-354-02-00

MAY-354-03-00

MAY-330-01-01

MAY-335-02-01

MAY-338-01-01

MAY-338-02-00

MAY-355-03-01

MAY-392-01-00

MAY-394-01-00

MAY-396-01-00

Embankment Design—Bedrock and Top of Original
Ground Contours (Calculations; Attachment 1,
Volume I)

Maybell Processing (Uranium Tailings)
Site—Evaluation of Site Seismicity and Design
Earthquake Parameters (Calculations;
Attachment 1, Volume I)

Site Hydrology—Probable Maximum Precipitation
(Calculations; Attachment 1, Volume IV)

Site Hydrology—Rainfall Depth, Intensity,
Duration, and Frequency Relations (Calculations;
Attachment 1, Volume IV)

Permanent Site Drainage—Sediment Properties
(Calculations; Attachment 1, Volume IV)

Permanent Site Drainage—Permanent Drainage
Ditches (Calculations; Attachment 1, Volume IV)

Permanent Site Drainage—Drainage Swale 2
(Calculations; Attachment 1, Volume IV)

Permanent Site Drainage—Drainage Swale 1
(Calculations; Attachment 1, Volume IV)

Embankment Design—Contaminated Material
, Properties (Calculations; Attachment 1, Volume I)

• Embankment Design—Slope Stability Analysis
(Calculations; Attachment 1, Volume II)

Liquefaction Potential (Calculations;
Attachment 1, Volume I)

Earthquake Induced Settlement (Calculations;
Attachment 1, Volume II)

Embankment Design—Physical Properties of Radon
Barrier Material (Calculations; Attachment 1,
Volume III)

Embankment Design—Settlement Analysis
(Calculations; Attachment 1, Volume II)

Embankment Design—Cover Cracking Analysis
(Calculations; Attachment 1, Volume II)

Rob Pit Overburden Pile—Slope Stability Analysis
(Calculations; Attachment 1, Volume II)
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Table 1.2 Relationship between design details/criteria and supporting
calculations and reports (Continued)

Design detail
or criteria Calculation number Title3

Radon barrier MAY-326-01-00

MAY-327-02-01

MAY-326-02-00

MAY-358-01-00

MAY-398-03-00

Erosion protection MAY-336-05-01

MAY-336-06-00

MAY-336-07-02

MAY-336-11-01

MAY-336-12-01

MAY-336-13-02

MAY-350-01-00

Construction MAY-320-01-01

MAY-325-01-01

MAY-340-01-01

MAY-347-03-03

Radon Barrier Design—RAECOM Input Data
(Calculations; Attachment 1, Volume III)

Radon Barrier Design—Statistical Analysis of
Ra-226 Concentration Data (Calculations;
Attachment 1, Volume III)

Radon Barrier Design—Thickness Design
(Calculations; Attachment 1, Volume III)

Radiological Characterization—Rob Pit Overburden
Pile (Calculations; Attachment 1, Volume III)

Cover Design—Frost Penetration (Calculations;
Attachment 1 , Volume III)

Erosion Protection—Johnson Wash Flooding
Potential (Calculations; Attachment 1, Volume II)

Erosion Protection—Rock Quality Evaluation
(Calculations; Attachment 1, Volume I)

Erosion Protection—Gradation Requirements
(Calculations; Attachment 1 , Volume I)

Erosion Protection—Embankment Top and
Sideslopes (Calculations; Attachment 1, Volume
IV)

Erosion Protection—Embankment Toe Apron
(Calculations; Attachment 1, Volume IV)

Erosion Control—Rob Pit Overburden Pile
(Calculations; Attachment 1, Volume IV)

Erosion Protection— Johnson Wash Tributary
Gullies 1 to 4 (Calculations; Attachment 1,
Volume II)

Borrow Site Evaluation (Calculations;
Attachment 1 , Volume V)

Site Hydrology/Temporary Facilities—Temporary
Drainage and Retention Basins (Calculations;
Attachment 1, Volume V)

Demolition Debris—Quantity Estimate
(Calculations; Attachment 1, Volume III)

Bid Schedule Quantities and Material
Balance—Quantity Estimates (Calculations;
Attachment 1, Volume V)
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Table 1.2 Relationship between design details/criteria and supporting
calculations and reports (Continued)

Design detail
or criteria Calculation number Title8

Construction
(continued)

Ground water
hydrology

MAY-350-01-00

MAY-356-01-01

MAY-356-02-01

MAY-356-03-00

MAY-377-01-00

MAY-11-93-14-07-00

MAY-09-90-14-11-00

MAY-03-90-14-03-00

MAY-03-94-14-03-00

MAY-09-90-14-02-00

MAY-03-94-12-04-00

MAY-03-94-12-05-00

Water Consumptions—Construction Water
Requirements (Calculations; Attachment 1,
Volume V)

Embankment Quantities—Cover and Erosion
Protection (Calculations; Attachment 1, Volume V)

Final Site Grading—Earthwork Quantities
(Calculations; Attachment 1, Volume V)

Drainage Swale 1 —Earthwork Quantities
(Calculations; Attachment 1, Volume V)

Contaminated Material—Excavation Limits and
Quantities (Calculations; Attachment ,1 ,
Volume III)

Calculation of Regional Hydraulic Gradient and
Average Linear Ground Water Velocity in the
Browns Park Formation (Hydrological Services
Calculations; Attachment 3, Appendix A)

Source Concentration Calculation of Mean Source
Concentration (Averaged Concentrations from
Lysimeters 081 , 083, 085) (Hydrological Services
Calculations; Attachment 3, Appendix A)

Calculation of Transmissivity, Storativity, and
Hydraulic Conductivity in Tertiary Browns Park
Formation (Hydrological Services Calculations;
Attachment 3, Appendix A)

Volumetric Mixing Calculations. Revised to reflect
correct hydraulic gradient and revised cover flux
for the disposal cell. Estimates resultant
concentrations of constituents in ground water at
the downgradient edge of tailings pile
(Hydrological Services Calculations; Attachment 3,
Appendix A)

Analysis of Slug Test Data Using the Bouwer-Rice
Method (Hydroiogical Services Calculations;
Attachment 3, Appendix A)

Simulation of Cover Flux Using the HELP Model
(Hydrological Services Calculations; Attachment 3,
Appendix A)

Transient Drainage From Consolidation of Slimes
(Hydrological Services Calculations; Attachment 3,
Appendix A)
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Table 1.2 Relationship between design details/criteria and supporting
calculations and reports (Concluded)

Design detail
or criteria Calculation number Title8

Ground water , MAY-03-94-12-06-00 Contaminant Transport of Transient Drainage
hydrology (Hydrological Services Calculations; Attachment 3,
(continued) Appendix A)

The reference source for calculation number is provided in parentheses at the end of the title.
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2.0 GEOLOGIC STABILITY

This section presents data and analyses showing that the DOE has adequately
characterized the Maybell site regarding the impact of geologic conditions on long-term
performance objectives of the remedial action as defined by 40 CFR §192.02(a).

The EPA standards listed in 40 CFR Part 192 do not include generic or site-specific
requirements for the characterization of geologic conditions at UMTRA Project sites.
Rather, 40 CFR §192.02(a) requires tailings control to be effective for 1000 years to the
extent reasonably achievable and, in any case, for at least 200 years. To achieve this
long-term stability, certain geologic performance objectives must be met. For example, as
noted in the NRC draft Standard Review Plan (SRP) (NRC, 1985), basic regional and site
geology and site stratigraphy information is required. This information is the basis for the
geotechnical and ground water aspects of the disposal cell performance evaluation
described in Sections 3.0 and 5.0, respectively, of this document. An evaluation of the
potential for geomorphic hazards is required, and the DOE must show that potential
geomorphic change will not affect the disposal cell's integrity over its design life. The site
geological characterization provides estimates of earthquake-induced ground accelerations
that could occur at the site, as well as the potential for other types of tectonic hazards
that could affect the disposal cell performance. The site geological characterization also
demonstrates that future resource development will not adversely affect the disposal cell
stability over the design life. The TAD (DOE, 1989) describes additional criteria used in
the site evaluation.

2.1 SCOPE OF WORK

Detailed investigations of geologic, geomorphic, and seismic conditions at the
site were conducted in accordance with the procedures and approaches
described in the TAD (DOE, 1989) to gather the data specified in the NRC's
SF&C guide (NRC, 1989). These investigations include a compilation and
analysis of previously published and unpublished geologic maps and literature;
review of historical and instrumental seismic data; review of site-specific
subsurface geologic data, including logs of exploratory boreholes and test pits in
the site area; photogeologic interpretation of LANDSAT and conventional aerial
photographs; low-sun-angle aerial reconnaissance of the site region; and ground
reconnaissance and mapping of the site region and detailed mapping of the site
area. The documents referenced in this section provide details of the data
gathering and interpretation procedures.

The most significant geologic features affecting the disposal cell's long-term
stability are the gullies eroding into the existing tailings pile and the high
concentration of faults identified on the site. This RAP gives special attention to
analysis and discussion of these features.
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2.2 REGIONAL GEOLOGY

A regional geology description provides the background for the detailed site
geology. As noted in the NRC SRP (NRC, 1985), the regional geology must be
defined in sufficient detail to provide a clear perspective and orientation to the
site-specific subsurface information.

Attachment 2, Geology Report, characterizes the regional geologic conditions.
Most information in this RAS report was derived from published studies
referenced therein. The site region is defined as the area within a 40-mi (65-
km) radius of the disposal site.

2.2.1 Regional physiography

The Maybell site region is in the Sand Wash Basin subprovince of the Wyoming
Basin physiographic province. The basin is a depression bounded on the west
by the Middle Rocky Mountains and on.the south by the Southern Rocky
Mountains and is contiguous with the Great Plains to the northeast. Minor
folding and faulting have divided the region into subbasins.

As called for in the NRC SF&C guide (NRC, 1989), the following is a description
of the main physiographic features of the region:

• Type of geomorphic surface surrounding the site: Fluvial erosional and
depositional surfaces occur in the basin. At higher elevations, moraines and
terraces associated with mountain glaciation are present.

• General relief and topography of the region: The depth of the Yampa River
canyon in the site region is about 500 ft (150 m). The slopes in the region
are generally less than 15 percent, except in some canyons of the Yampa
River.

• Regional drainage systems: Superimposed meandering rivers and streams
and tributary perennial and ephemeral streams characterize the basin. The
lack of relationship between the drainage pattern in the region and any pre-
Miocene structures suggests that the stream system was established on top
of a formerly continuous cover of the Browns Park Formation. As the
Browns Park Formation was steadily eroded, the drainage system was "let
down" and superimposed onto the underlying rocks and structures.

• Major regional geomorphic processes: The dominant regional geomorphic
cycles of stream aggradation and degradation control landscape
development. Major rivers and their tributaries have dissected the basin by
headward erosion and nickpoint migration.

Section 2 .1 , Physiographic Setting, Attachment 2, provides further details of
the regional physiographic setting and the basis for the above brief description.
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It describes the geomorphic landforms, the regional relief and topography, the
drainage systems, and the types and rates of the major geomorphic processes.

2.2.2 Stratiqraphic setting

Bedrock in the site region consists mainly of Oligocene to Miocene Browns Park
Formation. This formation comprises eolian sand deposits that unconformably
overlie rocks of mostly Early Tertiary and Mesozoic age throughout the basin.
Tertiary volcanic rocks are in the eastern part of the region, and a granitic
Precambrian basement complex underlies Precambrian sedimentary rocks in the
western part.

Section 2.2, Stratigraphic Setting, Attachment 2, provides further details of the
technical approach to and the results of the characterization of the regional and
site stratigraphy. The report gives further details of the age, name, thickness,
lithology, induration, relationship to adjacent units, and geographic distribution
of stratigraphic units.

2.2.3 Structural setting

The structural portion of the Sand Wash Basin that underlies the site, defined by
Hansen (1986) as the Axial Basin Arch, trends northwest in the site and is the
dominant structural feature in the site region. This arch is a collapsed anticlinal
structure tectonically related to the Uinta Uplift to the northwest and the White
River Uplift to the southeast. On a larger scale, the Axial Basin Arch is a
transition between the Colorado Plateau to the south and the Wyoming Basin to
the north.

The Axial Basin Arch experienced several compressional and extensional events
that developed during the Proterozoic (pre and syn-Uinta Mountain Group) and
were reactivated and enhanced during Cambrian, Pennsylvanian-Permian, and
the Late Cretaceous-Early Tertiary Laramide orogeny. The Axial Basin Arch
collapsed in mid-Tertiary before deposition of the Browns Park Formation and
was reactivated after Browns Park time (Miocene—5 to 20 million years ago).
Quaternary displacements of the Axial Basin Arch have not been documented in
the site region.

Section 2.3, Structural Setting, Attachment 2, provides greater details of the
site region's structural setting. The regional structural elements show the
relationship of the site region to adjoining structural provinces. The section
discusses the nature and formation of the structures and the current stress
regime of the province within which the site lies relative to adjoining elements,
as well as the bedrock structure of the disposal site foundation.
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2.2.4 Seismotectonics

The DOE has characterized the potential for tectonic activity in local and
regional structures that may contribute to earthquake generation and affect the
suitability of the site and design as follows.

Seismicitv

Section 4.2, Seismotectonic Stability, Attachment 2, discusses the historical
seismicity record in detail. This historical record is derived from the seismic
data within a 125-mi (200-km) site radius. Tables 4.2 through 4.4 in Section
4.2 of Attachment 2 present the historical seismicity of all earthquakes within a
40-mi (65-km) radius of the Maybell site. These tables include the date and
time of each event, the epicenter, the distance from the Maybell site, the depth
of focus, the magnitude, and the intensity. Table 4.2 presents the maximum
earthquake seismotectonic provinces recommended by previous studies.
Table 4.3 presents earthquakes of magnitude 4.0 or greater located
instrumentally since 1963. Table 4.4 presents the data for earthquakes of.
Intensity HI or greater before 1963.

Section 2.4, Seismotectonic Setting, Attachment 2, discusses the seismic
setting in detail, referencing all sources of information. The section describes
seismic activity possibly related to known or suspected fault systems (discussed
below) and details the expected acceleration resulting from the largest regional
earthquakes. A summary of the main points follows.

No areas of recurring seismicity are within a 40-mi (65-km) site radius;
however, within a 125-mi (200-km) radius are several locations with clusters of
epicenters, especially along the margins of the Colorado Plateau, the Western
Mountain Province, and the Rio Grande Rift. Steamboat Springs, Colorado, is
the nearest active location. The maximum instrumentally recorded earthquake
within the 125-mi (200-km) radius was a 1973, body-wave magnitude (Mb) =
5.4, event located 51 mi (82 km) from the site. The largest historical
earthquake in the 125-mi (200-km) radius was an 1882 event of Intensity VIII
(M = approximately 6.4) outside the 40-mi (65-km) site region.

Local areas in the site region may respond to regional earthquakes with
anomalously high intensity. Thus, an earthquake with an epicenter 130 mi
(210 km) away could have a much higher intensity response in the Maybell
vicinity than earthquakes at intervening distances. The site-specific response of
saturated alluvium in these nearby sites probably causes such anomalies, which
apparently do not represent bedrock site response. The town of Maybell, 5 mi
(8 km) southwest of the site, is situated on saturated floodplain deposits that
amplify seismic waves. The fact that the site area is on bedrock and not
saturated alluvium suggests that regional seismic events will differ significantly
from those of the town of Maybell.
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The parameters used to design pile stability against earthquake-induced forces
are based on the information discussed herein.

Tectonics

Section 2.4, Seismotectonic Setting, Attachment 2, describes in detail the
seismotectonic setting related to the structural geology of the region.
Figure 2.9 of Attachment 2 shows the tectonic provinces, which are based on
previously referenced studies of the region that correlate structural features with
seismic activity. Evidence of tectonic activity within the provinces, such as
uplift or subsidence rates, active fault traces, volcanism, and heat flow, is cited
as characteristic of each province. The section discusses areas of earthquake
activity that cannot be correlated to known structures. Plate 1 of Attachment 2
shows epicentral locations within a 40-mi (65-km) site radius relative to the
known fault systems in the site region. A brief summary of important aspects
of the regional tectonics follows.

The Maybell site lies within the central part of the Uinta-Elkhead seismotectonic
province, whose dominant structure is the complex fault system associated with
the east-west axis of the Uinta Anticline and Axial Basin Arch. The axial
structure is bounded on the north by the Uinta-Sparks Fault system and on the
south by the Willow Creek Fault system.

Geomorphic evidence was collected to determine the age of the last fault
movement in the Maybell site region and to estimate the minimum time since
displacement. Based on the appearance of stability of the regional and local
drainages, the evidence suggests that the last movements did not occur before
the Late Pleistocene. The analysis of all known fault groups within the 40-mi
(65-km) radius concluded that all the faults are noncapable.

The above information on the site region tectonics provides the basis for
estimating the site-specific seismic design parameters.

2.2.5 Resource development

To ensure that no future resource development jeopardizes the disposal cell, the
occurrence of recoverable earth resources in the site area was characterized.
Resources of concern are those that, if exploited, could result in inadvertent
intrusion into the disposal site.

Economic resources in the site region consist of energy and mineral resources
including uranium and vanadium ores, coal, oil and gas, oil shale, and other
metallic and nonmetallic minerals including gold, silver, copper, gypsum, and
potash. Only uranium has been exploited in the immediate site area.
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Section 2.5, Mineral Deposits and Other Resources, Attachment 2, presents
further details of the site and regional resources. Figure 2.10 of Attachment 2
shows the locations of regional mineral resources.

The DOE has identified resources occurring near the site, such as fossil fuels,
metallic and nonmetallic mineral deposits, and geothermal energy sources. No
resources are likely to be developed at the site to the extent that they affect the
disposal cell.

2.3 SITE GEOLOGY

Site bedrock geological conditions have been characterized to provide the basic
information required for the geotechnical stability evaluations (Section 3.0 of
this report) and for water resources protection at the site (Section 5.0 of this
report). Surficial geologic conditions characterized to establish the geomorphic
history and processes at the site will determine if the long-term stability
standards will be met.

The procedures to characterize site geology and the details of that
characterization are in Section 3.0, Site Geology and Geomorphology,
Attachment 2. The following briefly describes the site's geologic features.

2.3.1 Bedrock geology

The Browns Park Formation immediately underlies the site and consists of
approximately 800 to 900 ft (240 to 275 m) of thinly bedded to massive,
crossbedded, light gray and white, silty, fine-grained sandstone. The sandstone
is slightly to moderately cemented in outcrops and in the unsaturated zone but
is only weakly cemented below the water table. Unconformably beneath the
Browns Park Formation at the site are the Mancos Shale and older Mesozoic,
Paleozoic, and Precambrian sediments. Pre-Browns Park Formation erosion has
removed upper Cretaceous through Eocene formations found below the Mancos
Shale at other localities in the Sand Wash Basin.

Figures 3 .1 , 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 of Attachment 2 show bedrock at the site area.

2.3.2 Surficial geology

All contaminated materials from the Maybell tailings site will be consolidated
onto the existing tailings pile. The existing tailings pile overlies colluvium-
mantled slopes and narrow alluvial deposits in gullies that feed Johnson Wash.
These colluvial and alluvial deposits are up to 25 f t (7 m) thick.

Soils oh the surficial deposits either lack B horizons or have thin B horizons that
are siltier and redder than the underlying sandy alluvium and probably formed in
sporadic eolian deposits. The presence of multiple soil horizons suggests that
changes in precipitation and vegetation have caused alternating periods of
landscape stability and erosion during Holocene time.
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The surficial soils of the site are shown in Figure 3.1 and described in
Section 3.2, Surficial Geology, Attachment 2.

2.3.3 Geomorpholoqy

Site geomorphology has been characterized to confirm the current landscape
stability and provide reasonable assurance of continued stability for the
performance period required by the standards (40 CFR §192.02(a). The DOE
has characterized the regional and site geomorphology by reference to published
literature, topographic maps, site inspections, and the procedures described in
the TAD (DOE, 1989). Section 2.1.2, Regional Geomorphology, Attachment 2,
details the regional geomorphology; Section 4 . 1 , Geomorphic Stability,
Attachment 2, details the site-specific geomorphology. The following
summarizes the main aspects of the geomorphology directly relevant to site
remedial action.

The dominant geomorphic feature at the site area is the drainage basin of
Johnson Wash, a minor southward-flowing tributary of Lay Creek. This .
drainage basin has three distinct parts—an upper basin, a central basin, and a
lower basin. The upper basin headwaters include the dissected flank of a broad
ridge. The central basin is underlain by a sloping, bowl-like area where main
gullies join to form the main channel of Johnson Wash. The lower basin cuts
through a high ridge, forming a narrow, steep-sided valley 200 to 250 ft (60 to
75 m) deep before intersecting Lay Creek. Overall, the basin is 5 mi (8 km) long
and has an approximate 4.3-square mi (mi2) (11.1 square km [km2]) drainage
basin area above the Lay Creek confluence. Total relief of the basin from Lay
Creek to the drainage divide is 760 ft (230 m), with the present tailings pile
about 230 ft (70 m) higher than Lay Creek.

The disposal cell area is in the central basin of Johnson Wash. The central
basin probably acquired its bowl-like shape because of large sediment yields
from the surrounding, steeper hillside. The central basin has experienced

• several cycles of Quaternary erosion and stability. Open pit mine walls expose
paleo-gullies now filled with surficial deposits, and modern gullies are incised
into alluvium. The lower basin contains terraces along its outlet valley, further
attesting to at least two periods of channel incision followed by deposition.

The DOE has described the geomorphic processes that determined the site's
landforms, examined the geomorphic processes that could affect site stability,
and assessed the future geomorphic processes likely to occur. Section 4 . 1 ,
Geomorphic Stability, Attachment 2, presents a detailed discussion of the
Maybell site geomorphology. This characterization is considered sufficient to
undertake an assessment of the site geomorphic stability, as described in
Section 2.4.1 of this report.
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2.4 GEOLOGIC STABILITY

2.4.1

This section describes the local geologic and seismic conditions likely to affect
the geotechnical stability of the disposal cell and the long-term stability of the
surrounding landscape. The analysis considers the characteristics of
unconsolidated deposits and geomorphic processes at the site that may affect
long-term stability. This section establishes the suitability of the site lithology,
stratigraphy, and structural conditions as a disposal cell foundation. Information
provided supports a performance assessment of the interaction of tailings
leachate on the ground water (Section 5.0 of this report). This section
demonstrates that geomorphic processes are not likely to affect the long-term
stability of the disposal cell. Potential geologic events, including seismic
shaking, liquefaction, on-site rupture, ground collapse, and volcanism, are
eliminated as potential disturbing forces on the cell, because either they will not
occur or the geotechnical design of the cell is formulated to resist such forces.

Geomorphic stability

The DOE provides evidence of the long-term site stability and the expected
stability for the performance period of the disposal cell in Section 4.0 of this
report and in Section 4 . 1 , Geomorphic Stability, Attachment 2. The main
geomorphic stability concerns at the site are discussed below.

Fluvial processes of most concern to long-term cell stability are gully formation
and migration, stream channel erosion, sheetwash erosion, and the effects of
base-level changes. The large-scale processes controlling the geomorphology of
the Lay Creek basin are temporary sediment storage and flushing in the central
basin and continuing incision due to base-level changes. The central basin of
Johnson Wash is in a period of erosion, as expressed by headward extension,
branching, and incising of gullies and by slumping along gully sides.

The greatest geomorphic hazard at the disposal site is the potential headward
erosion and gully incision of tributary channels to Johnson Wash. Several
incised gullies extend westward from the main trunk of Johnson Wash to the
edge of the existing tailings pile. One of these gullies> buried by tailings,
extends approximately halfway through the tailings pile. This gully cuts into the
Browns Park Formation and the overlying tailings. Actively eroding nickpoints
occur in this and other gullies near their junction with the main trunk of Johnson
Wash and may be eroding headward as fast as 3 or 4 ft (1 to 1.2 m) per year.

The most important geomorphic issues concern future gully growth and
methods for restricted growth near the proposed disposal cell embankment.
Any modifications to the outlet valley of Johnson Wash would significantly
affect erosion processes upstream near the proposed disposal cell. Unless a
stable base level is provided at the upstream end of the reach from which the
alluvium is removed, the central basin could experience significant headcut
migration and gully growth.
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Because of the concerns for gully growth, as well as wetland areas in Johnson
Wash wherein contamination occurs, the DOE proposes using supplemental
standards for surface cleanup of specific areas. Only localized hot spots of
contaminated materials in Johnson Wash and Lay Creek between the existing
tailings pile and U.S. Highway 40 will be cleaned up and placed in the disposal
cell. Section 6.2.2 of this report further discusses the proposed application of
supplemental surface cleanup standards to these areas.

Gullying on the site will be prevented by implementing engineering designs for
the slopes, providing stable base levels for channels, covering the ground with
coarser material, and reseeding disturbed areas. The following proposed design
features will protect the disposal cell and ensure its long-term performance:

• A perimeter ditch will be constructed between the cell and the adjacent
overburden pile on the west and southwest sides of the cell. The ditch will
divert runoff through rechanneled Tributary T9 at a point 1000 ft (300 m)
from the cell toe. The ditch shall be armored with erosion protection rock
suitable for design flow where it lies within 200 ft (60 m) of the cell.

• Four existing tributaries at the southwest side of the cell, designated on
Figure 4.1 of Attachment 2, as T5 through T8, will be armored for design
flow from a point at the 1 percent apron slope for a distance of at least 100
ft (30 m) in the bottom and 200 ft (60 m) on the sideslopes. The armored
section of the tributaries will be set back at least 50 ft (15 m) from Johnson
Wash to avoid damage from the greater design flow in that channel.

• The apron on the east side of the cell, in lieu of rock erosion protection, will
be graded for sheet flow conditions on a slope not to exceed 5 percent to a
minimum distance of 500 ft (150 m) from the toe of the cell.

• The runoff upland of the graded east side apron will be diverted from the
northeast side of the cell through a reconstructed upper reach of Tributary
T4 angling southeasterly away from the east apron to meet the Johnson
Wash channel. Erosion protection is not necessary because there is no
potential for headcutting toward the cell.

Section 4.1, Geomorphic Stability, Attachment 2, discusses the age of the
geomorphic surfaces. Section 4.2, Seismotectonic Stability, Attachment 2,
concludes with a discussion of fault age related to geomorphic processes. The
DOE has identified and quantified the short- and long-term geomorphic
processes that could influence the tailings stabilization. Specific projections
relating to recommendations and engineering designs for site stability are
presented regarding the potential for headward erosion of gullies, nickpoint
migration of stream channels, sheetwash erosion, and base-level changes. On
the basis of these evaluations, the DOE concludes that the site can be designed
to be geomorphically stable for the performance period of the disposal cell.
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3.0 GEOTECHNICAL STABILITY

This section and associated references describe the geotechnical engineering aspects of
the remedial action at the Maybell site. The following aspects of the remedial action are
described: the geotechnical information related to the processing site, tailings pile, and the
borrow sites; the design details related to the disposal cell and cover; and the materials
associated with the remedial action, including the tailings and other contaminated
materials.

3.1 SITE AND MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION

3.1.1 Geotechnical investigations

Subsurface geotechnical investigations and site characterization programs were
performed at the processing site, disposal cell area, and borrow sites. The
scope of the geotechnical field investigations included boreholes, piezocones,
and test pits. Drawings MAY-PS-10-0224, MAY-PS-10-0225, and MAY-PS-10-
0226 in Attachment 1, Subcontract Documents, present the locations of the
geotechnical field investigations. Attachment 1, Information for Bidders,
Volumes II, III, and IV, provides the data obtained during these characterization
programs.

Processing site

The scope of the subsurface geotechnical investigations of the contaminated
area included boreholes and piezocones. Drawings MAY-PS-10-0224 and
MAY-PS-10-0225 in Attachment 1, Subcontract Documents, show the locations
investigated. Attachment 1, Information for Bidders, Volumes II and III, Tailings
Pile and Off-Pile information, presents data compiled from the boreholes and
piezocones.

Disposal cell area

The scope of the subsurface geotechnical investigations included boreholes and
test pits. Drawings MAY-PS-10-0224 and MAY-PS-10-0225 in Attachment 1,
Subcontract Documents, show the locations investigated. Logs of the
boreholes and test pits at the proposed disposal cell location were compiled and
are included in Attachment 1, Information for Bidders, Volumes II and III,
Tailings Pile and Off-Pile information.

Test pits were excavated with a tracked backhoe. Individual borehole logs
provide specific information about the drilling methods used. Generally,
6.5-inch (16.5-cm) hollow stem augers were used until refusal; thereafter, a
4.0-inch (10-cm) rotary bit and casing were used to bedrock. Three samplers
used during the soils investigation were a 2.0-inch O.D. (outside diameter)
(5.1-cm) standard split spoon sampler for the American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM) standard penetration test (ASTM Standard D 1586-84)
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(ASTM, 1988a), a 3.0-inch O.D. (7.6-cm) ring-lined split barrel sampler, and a
3.0-in (7.6-cm) thin-walled Shelby tube sampler. Soil samples were obtained
from the test pits and the boreholes, and selected samples were tested in the
laboratory: Relatively undisturbed Shelby tube samples were used in laboratory
triaxial and consolidation tests.

Piezometers were also installed in the majority of the boreholes (see drawings
MAY-PS-10-0224 and MAY-PS-10-0225 in Attachment 1, Subcontract
Documents, for locations). Generally, the piezometers consist of a 2.0-inch
(5.1-cm) diameter slotted polyvinyl chloride pipe with soil backfill.

Data from the logs and the laboratory tests were used to construct stratigraphic
sections (see Section 3.1.4), augment the site geological characterization (see
Section 2.0), define the engineering properties of the site soils and rocks (see
Section 3.1.2), and characterize the manner in which these soils would affect or
be affected by the disposal cell. i

Borrow areas

The scope of the geotechnical investigations for the borrow areas included bore-
holes, test pits, samples collected by hand, and laboratory analyses of the field
samples.

Investigations were conducted at both on-site and off-site locations. On-site
investigations were conducted at the Rob Pit Overburden Pile, which is located
adjacent to the western edge of the existing tailings pile and which will be used
during construction of the radon barrier. Drawing MAY-PS-10-0225 in
Attachment 1, Subcontract Documents, shows the locations of the geotechnical
field investigations at the Rob Pit Overburden Pile. Attachment 1, Information
for Bidders, Volume III, Borrow Sites, presents the laboratory results of the
samples.

Off-site geotechnical field investigations were conducted at numerous locations
to evaluate their potential use for borrow materials for various components of
the remedial action. The field logs and laboratory results were compiled and are
included in Attachment 1, Information for Bidders, Volumes III and IV, Borrow
Sites. The off-site borrow sites evaluated included the following locations:

Yampa River Gauging Station
Juniper Hot Springs Source
Craig Basalt Quarry (Don Steele Basalt Quarry)
River Gravel Source • .
Umetco's Quarry
Cedar Mountain Source
Maybell Gravel Source
Darryl Steele's Gravel Pit
Juniper Mountain Limestone Quarry (Don Steele Limestone Quarry)
Lone Mountain Limestone Quarry
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• Breeze Mountain Basalt Quarry
• Little Snake River

3.1.2 Testing program

Geotechnical testing programs were conducted for materials at the Maybell site
and at the borrow sites. Samples collected from boreholes, from test pits, and
by hand were sent to laboratories for analyses.

On-site materials

Geotechnical testing was performed on samples from on-site locations. Testing
included gradation, Atterberg limits, specific gravity, moisture density deter-
minations, compaction tests, consolidation tests, saturated hydraulic
conductivity, capillary moisture, and triaxial strength tests. Attachment 1,
Information for Bidders, Volumes II and III, Tailings Pile and Off-Pile information,
contains the results of individual tests.

Borrow materials

Geotechnical testing programs were conducted on each of the borrow sites
proposed for the Maybell remedial action. These borrow sites included the
Maybell Gravel Source, Rob" Pit Overburden Pile, Juniper Mountain Limestone
Quarry (Don Steele Limestone Quarry), and Craig Basalt Quarry (Don Steele
Basalt Quarry).

Durability tests and petrographic analyses were performed on the rock samples
from the Maybell Gravel Source, Juniper Mountain Limestone Quarry, and Craig
Basalt Quarry. The durability tests included Los Angeles abrasion, sulfate
soundness, absorption, specific gravity, Schmidt hammer, and Brazilian disk
tensile tests. Petrographic analyses also were conducted. Attachment 1,
Information for Bidders, Volumes III and IV, Borrow Sites, contains the results of
the individual tests.

Testing of the radon/infiltration barrier materials from the Rob Pit Overburden
Pile, which will be amended with approximately 10 percent bentonite for
construction, included soil classification and geotechnical properties. These
tests include gradation, Atterberg limits, saturated hydraulic conductivity,
capillary moisture, triaxial strength, and specific gravity. Attachment 1,
Information for Bidders, Volume III, Borrow Sites, contains the results of the
individual tests. Attachment 1, Information for Bidders, Volume V, presents
freeze-thaw permeability data for soil-bentonite radon/infiltration barrier covers.

Conclusion

All of the laboratory and field testing procedures followed the standards
published by the ASTM or the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Manual EM
1110-2-1906 (USACE, 1970). The testing program employed a sufficient
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number of samples and tests to define all of the critical soil or rock parameters
appropriate in support of the engineering analyses. In addition, the scope of the
testing program and the use of the resulting data to "define material properties
conform with applicable provisions of the NRC draft SRP (NRC, 1985). Quality
assurance and quality control were performed in accordance with UMTRA
standard operating procedures (DOE, 1992a). •

3.1.3 Ground water conditions

The upper sandstone unit of the Browns Park Formation is the principal
(uppermost) aquifer in the Maybell tailings pile vicinity. Unconfined ground
water occurs within this formation at depths from 35 to 300 ft (11 to 90 m)
beneath the ground surface. The average hydraulic conductivity of this aquifer
is 1.7 ft/day (6 x 10*4 centimeters per second [cm/s]) and the average linear
ground water velocity is 0.17 ft/day (62 ft per year) (5.2 cm/day) (19 m per
year).

Recharge of the Browns Park Formation uppermost aquifer is principally from
the infiltration of precipitation in the form of rain or snow, although the upslope
catchment basin is of limited extent. Potentiometric surface variations probably
result from local differences in the amount of recharge available. Ground water
elevations fluctuated less than 2 ft (0.6 m) over 3 years. The potentiometric
surface indicates that the ground water flows southwestwardly away from the
tailings site.

A PMF occurrence may result in a minimal variation of ground water elevation in
the upperrnost aquifer, but is not considered significant due to the short
duration of such a design event and the limited extent of the catchment basin
upgradient of the tailings pile vicinity.

No perched ground water zones were observed in the immediate tailings site
vicinity.

3.1.4 Stratigraphy

Subsurface investigations were conducted at the tailings pile which is the
proposed disposal cell location. These investigations included boreholes and
test pits that provided information on the geotechnical properties of the tailings
pile and its stratigraphy. Drawings MAY-PS-10-0224 and MAY-PS-10-0225 in
Attachment 1, Subcontract Documents, show the locations of the boreholes
and test pits. Logs of the boreholes and test pits were compiled and are
included in Attachment 1, Information for Bidders, Volumes II and III, Tailings
Pile and Off-Pile information. Attachment 2 contains a detailed description of
the stratigraphic setting of the Maybell site.

The Maybell site existing tailings pile consists of interlayered sands and slimes
overlying alluvial soils. The thickest slime layers (up to 24 ft [7.3 m]) are in the
south-central portion of the pile, with thinner zones along the pile's western
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edge. The slimes generally grade to sand-slimes and then sands in the northern
portion of the pile. Starter dikes used in the construction of the pile on the
south and east sides consist of silty sands. Approximately 6 inches (15 cm) of
rooting medium cover the pile surface, although surface water flow has eroded
approximately 20 percent (FBDU, 1981).

Materials in the pile range from coarse to fine-grained tailings. The coarse
materials are medium to fine sands and silty sands. The fine-grained materials
are low-plasticity slimes. The cover soils are clayey sands. The subgrade soils
are light-brown to reddish-brown alluvial, silty sands.

Bedrock below the site area is the Browns Park Formation, a light gray and
white, silty, fine-grained sandstone, which is 800 to 900 ft (240 to 275 m)
thick. Only drainage channels incised into the alluvial soil cover break the
bedrock surface. The alluvial soil, 30 f t (9 m) thick in the center of the basin of
Johnson Wash, thins to 3 ft (1 m) at the basin edges.

3.2 GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING EVALUATION .

This section and referenced supporting documents present the engineering
evaluation of the data collected and analyses conducted to demonstrate
compliance of the proposed remedial action design with the relevant EPA
standards in 40 CFR § 192.02(a) for long-term stability, including slope stability,
settlement, liquefaction, and cover cracking.

This section identifies the analysis methods, which are described in the relevant
supporting and referenced calculations.

3.2.1 Slope stability

Calculation MAY-335-02-01 in Attachment 1, Volume II, presents the slope
stability analyses, the results of which are shown in Table 3 .1 . These analyses
show that for both static and seismic conditions, the slopes of the disposal cell
and the cell foundation meet the minimum acceptable factors of safety against
failure for the design life criteria. The following paragraphs summarize the
design approaches, parameters, methods, and results of the analyses.

Table 3.1 Results of slope stability analyses

Condition analyzed

End of construction, static
End of construction, seismic
Long-term, static
Long-term, seismic
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Selected analysis locations

Two disposal cell cross sections were selected for stability analysis. One
section (A-A', Sheet 14A, Calculation MAY-335-02-01 in Attachment 1,
Volume II), on the southeast side of the cell, was selected because this
location's embankment is at its maximum height, it is along the axis of a
previous drainage gully, and it is representative of the conditions in and beneath
the disposal cell. The other section (B-B', Sheet 14A of Calculation
MAY-335-02-01, Attachment 1, Volume II), on the west side of the disposal
cell was selected because layers of tailings slimes, up to 17 ft (5.2 m) thick,
were encountered in boreholes along the cell's edge. The slimes were found to
have the lowest shear strengths, which would be critical to slope stability.

Adopted design properties

Included in Calculation MAY-335-02-01 in Attachment 1, Volume II, is an
assessment of the geotechnical properties of the materials comprising the
disposal cell and foundation used in the stability analyses. Table 3.2 lists these
material properties. Assignment of strength and density values to material
types (whether based on field, laboratory, or literature data) followed
conventional geotechnical engineering practice and was in accordance with SRP
(NRC, 1985) and TAD (DOE, 1989) provisions.

Table 3.2 Material properties

Material

Cover layer

Compacted tailings

In situ non-slime
tailings

In situ slime tailings

Native soils

*Assumed.

C
(psf)

500

0

0

550

0

Analysis methods

Short term

0
(degree)

22

28

25

0

33

used in

K,
(pcf)

123

115

105

90

118*

stability analyses

C
(psf)

0

6
0

0

0

Lonq term

0
(degree)

30

28

28

25

35

(pcf)

125

115

110

100

120

As described in Calculation MAY-335-02-01 in Attachment 1, Volume II, the
Modified Janbu slope stability method, as incorporated into the computer code
STABL5 (Carpenter, 1986), was used. Both circular and sliding block failure
surfaces were analyzed; shallow failure conditions were assessed using infinite
slope stability methods. These are appropriate methods widely accepted and
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used in engineering practice. Seismic conditions were analyzed using
pseudostatic methods. The horizontal seismic coefficients were based on the
site and regional geological evaluation performed in accordance with the TAD
(DOE, 1989), as discussed in Section 2.0. Using the pseudostatic method is
acceptable in view of the low .seismic loading coefficients and the relatively flat
slopes.

Analysis results

The calculated factors of safety against failure of the slopes of the disposal cell
and the foundation exceed the minimum acceptable values established in the
TAD (DOE, 1989) for the end of construction and long-term periods under static
and seismic conditions.

3.2.2 Settlement

Calculations were performed to estimate the post-construction settlement of the
disposal cell at the Maybell site. The evaluation of total settlement that may
produce unacceptable surface depressions or affect the radon barrier included
only primary consolidation and secondary compression.

Selected analysis locations

Embankment settlement at the proposed Maybell disposal cell was evaluated at
51 locations where piezocone sounding tests were performed. Forty locations
within the disposal cell boundaries were selected for settlement calculations.
These 40 locations represent a mixture of conditions across the cell and include
areas with the thickest zones of slimes (which will consolidate the most).
Sheet 7 of Calculation MAY-392-01-00, Attachment 1, Volume II, provides the
locations of the piezocone sounding tests.

Engineering properties

Fifty-one locations, 40 of which were within the boundaries of the disposal cell,
were evaluated using piezocone soundings to estimate post-construction
settlement of the disposal cell. Continuous stratigraphic data obtained from
piezocone soundings were used to construct the geotechnical profiles for the
tailings pile. The consolidation properties of the particular tailings type in each
profile were used to evaluate settlement. Because the settlement of concern is
the post-construction settlement, the loading sequence was also taken into
account.

Sheet 8 of Calculation MAY-392-01-00, Attachment 1, Volume II, presents bar
code classification information for the piezocone data and was used to classify
in situ sand-slime and slime tailings. Sheet 20 of Calculation MAY-392-01-00,
Attachment 1, Volume II, summarizes the geotechnical properties used for
settlement analysis.
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Attachment 1, Information for Bidders, Volumes II and III, Tailings Pile and
Off-Pile information, provides borehole logs and piezocone sounding test results.
Sheets 9 through 18 of Calculation MAY-392-01-00, Attachment 1, Volume II,
present geotechnical profiles for the piezocone locations.

Settlement estimating methods

Settlement calculations were performed for primary consolidation and secondary
compression. Calculations MAY-392-01-00 and MAY-394-01-00 in Attachment
1, Volume II, provide the settlement and the cover cracking methodologies,
calculations, and results, respectively.

Primary consolidation calculations performed using the computer program
CONSOL (Wang and Duncan, 1984) evaluated the total and time rate of
consolidation in slime and sand-slime layers.

Secondary compression is that part of settlement occurring under constant
effective stress and starting at the end of primary consolidation. Secondary
compression calculations were performed according to accepted practice
(Calculation MAY-392-01-00 in Attachment 1, Volume II).

Settlement estimate results

The total embankment settlement expected to occur after the cover is placed
ranges from approximately 1 to 15 inches (2.5 to 38 cm). The time from the
beginning of placement of contaminated materials to completion of primary
consolidation settlement ranges from approximately 10 months to 9 years.
Sheet 7 of Calculation MAY-392-01-00, Attachment 1, Volume II, provides the
locations where settlements were analyzed.

Sheet 5 of Calculation MAY-394-01-00, Attachment 1, Volume II, indicates two
sections analyzed for differential settlement. Sheets 6 and 7 of Calculation
MAY-394-01-00, Attachment 1, Volume II, provide vertical and horizontal strain
profiles. Differential settlement would be highest in the south-central portion of
the disposal cell, particularly in the area around piezocone 504B (Section A-A',
Sheet 6 of Calculation MAY-394-01-00, Attachment 1, Volume II). This section
has a peak horizontal tensile strain of 0.04 percent. Differential settlement is
not expected to cause any flow concentration or adversely affect the stability of
the riprap placed on 3 percent topslope or 20 percent sideslopes of the disposal
cell. i

The estimated failure tensile strain of the radon barrier is at a lower bound of
0.05 percent, with increasing allowable strain for any barrier material having a
plasticity index greater than zero. The barrier material will be amended with
approximately 10 percent bentonite, giving it a cracking strain greater than 0.05
percent. Therefore, no tensile cracking occurs due to differential settlement.
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Construction of the Maybell disposal cell will include the installation of
settlement plates, as required for disposal cells where the RRM is stabilized in
place (DOE, 1992b). The location, spacing, and emplacement depth of the
settlement plates are determined based on the extent and depth of the thickest
consolidating layers. The Remedial Action Contractor (RAC) will install the
settlement plates, which will be monitored during the remedial action.

The UMTRA long-term surveillance program manual (DOE, 1992b) will guide
post-stabilization settlement monitoring, if required. The long-term surveillance
plan (LTSP) prepared for the Maybell site will specify the schedule for evaluation
of disposal cell settlement.

3.2.3 Liquefaction potential

To evaluate the long-term stability of the Maybell disposal cell, the liquefaction
potential of the stabilized pile and foundation soils under design earthquake
conditions were assessed.

Analysis method

The analysis method described in the TAD (DOE, 1989) was used to assess the
liquefaction potential. Attachment 2 presents additional seismotectonic stability
information regarding the Maybell site.

Appropriateness of soil parameters analyzed

The liquefaction potential analysis considered materials within the existing
tailings pile and nearby contaminated areas. All available borehole logs and
piezocone data were examined to determine the presence of loose saturated
sands. Drawings MAY-PS-10-0224 and MAY-PS-10-0225 in Attachment 1,
Subcontract Documents, show borehole and piezocone locations within and
near the existing tailings pile. Attachment 1, Information for Bidders, Volumes II
and III, Tailings Pile and Off-Pile information, presents data from the borehole
logs and piezocones. Calculation MAY-338-01-01 in Attachment 1, Volume I,
presents the analyses to determine liquefaction potential.

Analysis results

Four areas of the disposal cell in the south-central and west-central areas of the
tailings pile were identified as having strata of loose sands. Sheet 15 of
Calculation MAY-338-01-01, Attachment 1, Volume I, shows the locations of
the four areas. Only Area 1 was considered to be liquefiable under the design
seismic acceleration of 0.27 gravity. Tailings materials in the existing pile at
depths of 12 to 15 ft (3.7 to 4.6 m) and 27 to 33 ft (8.2 to 10 m) in the
vicinity of borings D10 and D12, respectively, would be potentially liquefiable.
However, these zones were determined to be localized in extent. Settlement
and stability analyses (Calculations MAY-338-02-00 and MAY-335-02-01 in
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Attachment 1, Volume II) of this area indicate that neither the stability of the
pile nor the cover would be adversely affected.

The three remaining areas (Areas 2, 3, and 4) containing loose sands in the
disposal cell location were determined not to have potential liquefaction. This
determination was based on the layers' depths being greater than 50 ft (15 m),
the confinement of which was evaluated under nonliquefiable soils.

3.2.4 Cover design

The proposed remedial action is designed to control the tailings and other RRM
to meet the standards in 40 CFR §192.02(b). The Maybell disposal cell cover is
designed to resist degradation and erosion, meet geotechnical stability
requirements, minimize infiltration, and meet radon protection standards
throughout its design life. Sections 3.2.1 through 3.2.3 address geotechnical
engineering concerns, Section 4.4 describes erosion resistance, and Section 4.5
describes rock durability. Section 5.0 discusses ground water protection
concerns as they relate to the cover design, and Section 6.0 describes radon
protection.

The proposed design for the disposal cell cover consists of the following, in
ascending order above the contaminated materials:

Topslope

• One and one-half-ft (0.5-m)-thick radon/infiltration barrier consisting of
clayey sands amended with 10 percent bentonite. (See Attachment 1,
Information for Bidders, Volume III, and Calculation MAY-355-03-01 in
Attachment 1, Volume III, for a list and detailed descriptions of the
geotechnical properties of this material.)

• Four-ft (1.2-m)-thick frost protection layer comprised of sandy soils. (See
Attachment 1, Information for Bidders, Volume III, and Calculation
MAY-398-03-00 in Attachment 1, Volume III, for descriptions of the
properties of this material).

• One-half-ft (15-cm)-thick bedding layer.

• Eight-inch (20-cm)-thick erosion protection layer. (See Attachment 1,
Information for Bidders, Volumes III and IV and Calculation MAY-336-11-01
in Attachment 1, Volume IV, and Calculations MAY-336-06-00 and
MAY-336-07-02 in Attachment 1, Volume I, for a list and descriptions of
the properties of the riprap material).

The topslope of the cover will have a 3 percent slope to the west and runoff will
be to a ditch adjacent to the cell (Figure 1.4). The radon/infiltration barrier
materials, clayey sands amended with 10 percent bentonite, will have a
saturated hydraulic conductivity of 1 x 10"7 cm/s (2.8 x 10"4 ft/day) or less
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based on laboratory testing (see Calculation MAY-355-03-01 in Attachment 1,
Volume III). This layer will minimize infiltration into the contaminated materials
and thereby minimize leachate from the bottom of the cell.

Sideslopes

• One and one-half-ft (0.5-m)-thick radon/infiltration barrier (see above).

• Four-ft (1.2-m)-thick frost protection layer (see above).

• One-half-ft (15-cm)-thick bedding layer.

• One-ft (0.3-m)-thick erosion protection layer. (See Attachment 1,
Information for Bidders, Volumes III and IV, and Calculation MAY-336-11-01
in Attachment 1, Volume IV, and Calculations MAY-336-06-00 and
MAY-336-07-02 in Attachment 1, Volume I, for a list and descriptions of
the properties of the riprap material).

The sideslopes of the disposal cell (five horizontal to one vertical) are protected
by a riprap apron on the south and east sides. On the north and west sides of
the cell, the sideslopes are part of the main ditch that will carry surface runoff
from the cell and adjacent off-cell areas. All upland runoff will be intercepted
and routed around the disposal cell. The relatively high slopes and the high
permeability bedding layer will enhance immediate surface runoff and minimize
precipitation infiltration. The bedding material is sized to resist erosion of the
frost protection materials while maintaining the highest possible hydraulic
conductivity.

3.3 CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

3.3.1 Construction methods and features

Attachment 1 provides detailed descriptions of the remedial action. The
attachment contains site plans and engineering drawings that clearly convey the
remedial action design features and construction specifications that provide a
more detailed explanation of the construction methods to be employed.

The following general criteria have been established for the remedial action
construction:

• The percentage of organics contained within the reshaped disposal cell will
not exceed 5 percent by volume, and the material will be distributed to
avoid pockets or layers of organic matter.

• All uncontaminated vegetation and organic material in areas subject to •
excavation and placement will be removed and disposed of off the site.

D0E/AL/62350-24F December 10, 1996
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• Contaminated demolition debris will be reduced to manageable pieces and
placed carefully in the embankment to ensure that no voids or nesting exists
around the debris and that the adjacent contaminated materials are
compacted to at least 90 percent of the Standard Proctor density (ASTM
D698-78, Method A) (ASTM, 1988b).

• Excavation of all contaminated materials will be monitored carefully to
prevent inclusion of unnecessary, uncontaminated materials in the cell.

• The relocated tailings and contaminated materials will be compacted to a
minimum of 90 percent of the Standard Proctor density (ASTM D698-78,
Method A) (ASTM, 1988b) and will be moisture-conditioned or dried to a
moisture content to achieve specified density. Vibratory type compaction
will be employed for granular materials to prevent bulking.

• The radon barrier cover will be placed at a minimum of 95 percent of the
Standard Proctor density (ASTM D698-78, Method A) (ASTM, 1988b), at a
moisture content ranging from optimum to 3 percent above optimum, and
compacted by a kneading method. •

3.3.2 Testing and inspection

The Maybell site remedial action inspection plan will provide the details of the
methods, procedures, and frequencies by which construction materials and
activities are to be tested and inspected to verify compliance with the design
specifications. < ;

Quality assurance will be controlled in accordance with the DOE/UMTRA quality
assurance plan (DOE, 1992a).

DOE and the Technical Assistance Contractor (TAC) will conduct quality
assurance audits and in-process surveillances to verify and ensure performance
of remedial action activities in accordance with approved requirements.

3.3.3 Construction activities and construction sequence

Construction activities will occur at the existing site areas, areas contaminated
by windblown and waterborne tailings, and borrow sites.

During remedial action construction, all contaminated runoff at the site will be
diverted to retention basins. Contaminated disturbed areas will be graded so
that runoff drains to the wastewater retention basins. Uncontaminated
disturbed areas will be graded to divert runoff from contaminated areas.

Ditches will be sized to carry the peak runoff flows from a 25-year storm event,
thus preventing uncontaminated runoff from entering contaminated areas.
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The wastewater retention basins will receive water from the following:

• Runoff from contaminated areas.

• Decontamination activities, including equipment and truck washdown.

• Laundry, shower, and washbasin facilities.

The retention basins can retain the accumulated runoff volume from the
contributing drainage areas for the combination of a 10-year, 24-hour storm, the
accumulated runoff volume due to ordinary average precipitation over a 1-month
period, the wastewaters generated from the remedial action activities, and all
sediment inflow during the project construction period. Under these conditions,
no wastewater discharge will be necessary during the construction period. At
the end of construction, any water remaining in the retention basins will be
assessed for treatment needs and discharged according to applicable effluent
limitations. If a storm event greater than the 10-year, 24-hour event occurs, the
associated discharge is anticipated to fall under the storm exemption specified in
40 CFR §440.131 (40 CFR Part 440 (1993)).

The emergency spillways from the basins can discharge the peak 25-year,
24-hour storm runoff while 1 ft (0.3 m) of freeboard is maintained between the
top of the embankment and the water surface, with the emergency spillway
flowing at design depth.

Wastewater treatment

Wastewater will be directed to the wastewater retention basins, which will
provide primary settling as well as flow and contaminant equalization. The
untreated water from the basin may be recycled for dust control and
compaction moisture for contaminated materials.

Equipment decontamination pad

To prevent contaminated materials from exiting the construction area, a
decontamination pad with a holding pond and pump will be provided at the site
to wash contaminated equipment, as required.

Dust control

Water and water-based surfactants sprayed from hoses or trucks will control
and minimize dust generated by excavation, earth movement, vehicle use,
temporary materials stockpiling, and similar activities. Special care will be taken
to control dust created by the demolition of the former building foundations and
the temporary stockpiling or mixing of contaminated materials.
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The dust suppression water may include untreated water from the wastewater
retention basins. Only uncontaminated water will be used to control dust in all
uncontaminated areas. , - - ,

Construction sequence

Stabilization of the contaminated material in place will require the following
major construction activities.

• Site preparation activities. . :

Establishing a site security system.

Clearing and grubbing.

: - Demolishing the concrete foundations of the former milling operations.

Upgrading the haul roads to the borrow sites.

Constructing two, lined wastewater retention ponds.

Constructing drainage control features to direct wastewater and storm
water runoff from the contaminated areas to the retention ponds.

Installing erosion control measures for all disturbed areas.

• Consolidation of contaminated materials.

Excavating the relatively shallow tailings along the north, west, and
south periphery of the tailings pile and placement on the thicker portions
of the pile.

Moving all contaminated materials from the mill yard, waterbome, and
windblown contaminated areas onto the existing tailings pile.

• Construction of permanent drainage features.

• Construction of the erosion protection cover.

Top and sideslopes

Excavating, hauling, and placing a 1,5-ft (0.5-m)-thick compacted layer
over the contaminated materials to serve as the radon/infiltration barrier.
Materials would come from the Rob Pit Overburden Pile and would be
amended with 10 percent bentonite.

Excavating, hauling, and placing 4.0 ft (1.2 m) of frost protection
materials that would come from the Rob Pit Overburden Pile.
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Placing a 6-inch (15-cm)-thick bedding/filter layer over the frost
protection layer.

Excavating, hauling, and placing rock over the bedding/filter layer.

Quarrying (including blasting), hauling, and placing a rock apron around
the base of the stabilized tailings pile, in the gullies leading to Johnson
Wash, and in the diversion ditches.

• Site restoration activities.

Backfilling, recontouring, and revegetating areas excavated during
remedial action as required by the appropriate permits and approvals.

Installing warning signs, monuments, and benchmarks around the
disposal ceil.

Schedule

Figure 3.1 shows a possible construction schedule.

3.4 SUMMARY

The geotechnical engineering and construction evaluations used techniques
agreed upon between the DOE and the NRC, with levels of detail in general
conformance with the applicable provisions of the SRP (NRC, 1985). Evaluation
of the previously presented results has shown that the proposed remedial action
design will comply with the EPA standards in 40 CFR Part 192, Subpart A for
the geotechnical engineering and construction aspects.
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REMEDIAL ACTION SELECTION REPORT
MAYBELL, COLORADO

SURFACE WATER HYDROLOGY
AND EROSION PROTECTION

4.0 SURFACE WATER HYDROLOGY AND EROSION PROTECTION

4.1 HYDROLOGIC DESCRIPTION AND CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

Johnson Wash, an ephemeral stream, drains the tailings site. Johnson Wash is
a tributary to Lay Creek; its confluence with the creek is 1.5 mi (2.4 km) south
of and 230 ft (70 m) lower in elevation than the tailings pile (Figure 4.1).
Johnson Wash is deeply incised, with branching gullies up to 40 ft (12 m) deep.
It appears to be eroding downward into the sandstone bedrock, which lies
within a few feet of the surface near the pile. Stretches of wetlands exist along
the wash. The drainage area contributing to Johnson Wash above the Maybell
tailings site is approximately 2.5 mi2 (6.5 km2).

The tailings pile is at the lower end of three upland subdrainages totaling about
465 ac (188 ha). The subdrainages have a maximum reach of about 7000 ft
(2100 m) and an average slope of 4 percent. A swale and diversion ditch to
Johnson Wash diverts drainage from one area of approximately 177 ac (72 ha)
away from the cell on the north. Two permanent ditches divert drainage from
two upland basins of approximately 288 ac (117 ha) around the disposal cell on
the west.

The only surface body of water near the tailings site is in the bottom of Rob Pit,
approximately one-quarter mi (0.4 km) west of the pile. Rob Pit acts as a sink
for runoff in the immediate vicinity. The water surface elevation is about 50 ft
(15 m) below natural grade, approximately corresponding to the water table
elevation in the area.

The design basis event for disposal cell protection is the PMP and the PMF.
Attachment 1, Volume IV, presents all hydrologic design parameters, permanent
site drainage features, and erosion protection measures in detail. The erosion
protection riprap on the top and sideslopes of the disposal cell will be sized to
withstand the on-cell PMP storm runoff. A 5-ft (1.5-m)-thick rock erosion
protection apron will protect the cell. The apron will extend out 20 ft (6 m) at a
5 percent grade along the south and east toes of the disposal cell. Riprap will
stabilize four gullies into Johnson Wash below the southeast toe of the cell
(Figure 4.2). Areas surrounding the disposal cell that are disturbed by the
remedial action will be backfilled as required, graded to control surface drainage,
and seeded.

4.2 FLOODING DETERMINATIONS

To determine site impacts from flooding, the PMF over the drainage areas was
used to calculate peak flows and velocities. Erosion protection features were
designed to withstand this design event. The PMF design event meets the
criteria outlined in the SRP (NRC, 1985).
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4.2.1 Probable maximum precipitation

The PMP for the Maybell site is 7.3 inches (18.5 cm) of rain in 1 hour with a
maximum intensity (at 2.5 minutes time of concentration [tc]) of 48 inches
(122 cm) per hour (see Calculation MAY-323-02-01 in Attachment 1, Volume
IV). This rainfall estimate was developed using standard procedures described
in Hydrometeorological Report (HMR) No. 49 (NOAA, 1977).

4.2.2 Infiltration losses

To size the erosion protection riprap, peak flow was calculated using the
conservative assumption of full saturation of the soils and zero infiltration within
the drainage basins (see Calculations MAY-354-01-00, MAY-354-02-00, MAY-
354-03-00, MAY-336-11-01, MAY-336-12-01, and MAY-336-13-02 in
Attachment 1, Volume IV).

4.2.3 Time of concentration

The tc is the time for runoff to reach the outlet of a drainage basin from the
most remote point in the basin. The peak runoff for a given drainage basin is
inversely proportional to the tc for that basin. , If the tc is conservatively
computed to be small, the peak discharge will be conservatively large.

Various conservative tc for the permanent drainage ditches, the drainage swales,
and the aprons and disposal cell were estimated using the Kirpich Method (see
Calculations MAY-323-02-01, MAY-354-01-00, MAY-354-02-00, MAY-354-03-
00, MAY-336-11-01, MAY-336-12-01, and MAY-336-13-02 in Attachment 1,
Volume IV).

4.2.4 Probable maximum precipitation rainfall distributions

The PMP rainfall intensities for durations beginning at 2.5 minutes (UMTRA
Project minimum tc) to durations of less than 1 hour were derived according to
procedures recommended in HMR No. 49 (see Calculation MAY-323-02-01 in
Attachment 1, Volume IV). The peak rainfall intensities, for durations
corresponding to the respective tc, were used to compute peak flow rates on
the top, sideslopes, and toe apron of the disposal cell, as well as the permanent
drainage ditches, swales, and outfall gullies. The 6-hour local storm PMP
totaling 8.9 inches (22.6 cm) also was distributed in 5-minute intervals
according to HMR No. 49 for the flood hydrograph computation on Johnson
Wash.

4.2.5 Probable maximum flood computation

The design flood event (PMF) is developed for the various surfaces and areas by
application of the PMP over the particular surfaces or areas. Hydrologic models
determine the runoff response as described below.
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Adjacent waterways

Because the disposal cell is 230 ft (70 m) higher than Lay Creek at its
confluence with Johnson Wash, flooding in Lay Creek (and the Yampa River)
cannot inundate the cell and thus was not considered.

The HEC-1 (USACE, 1981) model estimated the runoff response and peak
• discharge rate in Johnson Wash just below the disposal site due to a local PMP
storm on the watershed area above the site. It was assumed that the soils are
initially fully saturated; thus, no losses through infiltration occur during the
design storm. The estimated peak discharge of Johnson Wash from the
watershed above the site is about 14,210 cubic feet per second (ft3/s) (402,000
liters per second [Us]) (see Calculation MAY-336-05-01 in Attachment 1,
Volume II).

On-site drainage

The PMF design flood event on the cell utilizing the rational formula and PMP
intensities to compute peak sheet flow rates was used to size erosion protection
riprap on the top, sideslopes, and toe apron of the cell (see Calculations
MAY-336-11-01 and MAY-336-12-01 in Attachment 1, Volume IV). The PMF
flowing in the permanent ditches and in the gullies was used to size the erosion
protection in these features (see Calculations MAY-354-01-00 in Attachment 1,
Volume IV, and MAY-350-01-00 in Attachment 1, Volume II).

4.3 WATER SURFACE PROFILES AND CHANNEL VELOCITIES

4.3.1 Adjacent waterways

Water surface profiles using the HEC-2 hydraulic model (USACE, 1982) were
developed for Johnson Wash for the PMP peak discharge of 14,210 ft3/s
(402,000 L/s) (see Calculation MAY-336-05-01 in Attachment 1, Volume II).
No other waterways are close enough to flood the pile.

Cross sections were constructed for input into the HEC-2 hydraulic model
(USACE, 1982) at the locations shown in Sheets 10, 10a, and 11 of Calculation
MAY-336-05-01, Attachment 1, Volume II. The distance between the first and
last cross sections is approximately 1450 ft (440 m). The approximate PMF
boundary is 400 ft (120 m) from the cell toe, where the water surface elevation
is 20 ft (6 m) lower. Cell flooding is not likely for PMF conditions. The
calculated flow velocity at the PMF boundary point nearest the pile is
approximately 16 feet per second (ft/s) (5 meters per second [m/s]).

4.3.2 Drainage ditches

The two proposed permanent ditches were designed using the PMF flows from
the upland and on-cell areas using the design rainfall intensities developed from
the specific tc and the PMP event, application of the rational formula, and
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Manning's Formula (Calculation MAY-354-01-00 in Attachment 1, Volume IV).
Ditches 1 and 2 will have 5:1 sideslopes and will be 4350 ft (1325 m) and
350 ft (107 m) long, respectively (Figure 4.2). Ditch No. 1 will have maximum
flow depth of 6 ft (1.8 rri), with a minimum freeboard of 4 ft (1.2 m). The peak
flow velocity is 12.4 ft/s (3.8 m/s). Ditch No. 2 will have maximum flow depth
of 5 ft (1.5 m), with a minimum freeboard of 2 ft (0.6 m). The peak flow
velocity is 15.7 ft/s (4.8 m/s). Sheets 10 and 11 of Calculation MAY-354-01-
00, Attachment 1, Volume IV, summarize the ditch flow information.

Ditches 1 and 2 can carry away sediment inflows from the upland area due to
combined overland flows and potential gully flows. Calculation MAY-336-15-
00, Attachment 1, Volume IV, summarizes the sediment properties, specific
gravity, and gradation limits from soil samples collected in the upland watershed
areas. These sediment properties are used in the sedimentation analysis for the
permanent drainage ditches.

Erosion protection added to the Rob Pit Overburden Pile will minimize gully
development and sediment inflow to Ditch No. 1. The pile will be set back 50 ft
(15 m) with a bench at a 2-percent slope, and the pile slope facing Ditch No. 1
will be reduced to 3.5:1. The bench and pile slope riprap was designed for the
PMP event (see Calculation MAY-336-13-02 in Attachment 1, Volume IV).

4.3.3 Embankment top and sides

The design flows and velocities for the cell top and sideslopes were developed
from the PMP event and sheet flow condition using the Manning Forrriula (see
Calculation MAY-336-11-01 in Attachment 1, Volume IV). The topslope has a
3-percent slope, a peak velocity of approximately 3.9 ft/s (1.2 m/s), and a peak
flow rate of approximately 0.9 ft3/s/ft (80 L/s/m). The 5:1 sideslope has a peak
flow rate of 0.97 ft3/s/ft (90 L/s/m) and a peak velocity of 5.1 ft/s (1.6 m/s).

4.4 EROSION PROTECTION DESIGN

4.4.1 Adjacent waterways

Four tributary gullies are between the disposal cell and Johnson Wash
(Figure 4.2). Riprap sized for the PMF by the Safety Factors Method
(Calculation MAY-350-01-00, Attachment 1, Volume II) will line each gully to
prevent headcutting erosion of the gullies into the cell.

All of the gullies will be lined with 24-inch (61-cm)-thick, 10-inch (25-cm) D50
diameter riprap. This riprap will be placed on an intermediate layer of 6-inch
(15-cm)-thick, 1.7-inch (4.3-cm) D50-diameter riprap and a 6-inch (15-cm)
bedding layer. The toe of each gully outlet will have 8-ft (2.4-m)-thick, 24-inch
(61-cm) D50-diameter riprap on 9-inch (23-cm)-thick, 3.7-inch (9.4-cm) D50-
diameter riprap and a 6-inch (15-cm) bedding layer. Sheet 32 of Calculation
MAY-350-01-00, Attachment 1, Volume II, shows the typical gully riprap
protection.
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4.4.2 Drainage ditches

Ditch No. 1 will outfall to a gully that is tributary to Johnson Wash. Similar to
the gullies, the ditch will be lined with 24-inch (61-cm)-thick, 10-inch (25-cm)
D50-diameter riprap. This riprap will be placed on an intermediate layer of 6-inch
(15-cm)-thick, 1.7-inch (4.3-cm) D50-diameter riprap and a 6-inch (15-cm)
bedding layer. The Ditch No. 1 gully outlet will have 17-ft (5.2-m)-thick,
24-inch (61-cm) D50-diameter riprap on 9-inch (23-cm)-thick, 3.7-inch (9.4-cm)
D50-diameter riprap and a 6-inch (15-cm) bedding layer. Calculation
MAY-354-01-00 in Attachment 1, Volume IV, summarizes the gully riprap depth
protection and shows the typical section of the Ditch No. 1 outlet.

Erosion protection for the Rob Pit Overburden Pile was designed using the
Safety Factors Method for the bench and Stephenson's Method for the east
slope facing Ditch No. 1 (see Calculation MAY-336-13-02 in Attachment 1,
Volume IV). The slope and bench conservatively will have 12-inch (30-cm)-
thick, 4.7-inch (12-cm) D50-diameter riprap on a 6-inch (15-cm) bedding layer.

4.4.3 Disposal cell top and sides

The cell top and sides will be covered by riprap erosion protection designed to
withstand the sheet flow velocities occurring from an on-cell PMP (Calculation
MAY-336-11 - 0 1 , Attachment 1, Volume IV).

Using the Safety Factors Method, the riprap requirement on the 3-percent
topslope of the cell is 8 inches (20 cm) thick, 1.7 inches (4.3 cm) D50 diameter,
on a 6-inch (15-cm) bedding layer.

Using Stephenson's Method, the riprap requirement on the 20 percent west
sideslope of the cell is 1 ft (30 cm) thick, 4.7 inches (12 cm) D50 diameter, on a
6-inch (15-cm) bedding layer. On the 20 percent east sideslope, the
requirement is 1 ft (30 cm) thick, 3.7 inches (9.4 cm) D50 diameter, on a 6-inch
(15-cm) bedding layer.

4.4.4 Toe apron

A 20-ft (6-m)-wide toe apron with a minimum D50 of 10 inches (25 cm) will be
provided on the toe of the east and south sideslopes of the embankment, where
no drainage ditch is connected. The toe apron is 5 ft (1.5 m) deep. The lower
10 ft (3 m) of the sideslope above the toe apron also will be protected by the
10-inch (25-cm) D50 rock with a layer thickness of 24 inches (61 cm). Several
methods, including the Safety Factors Method, the Corps of Engineers Stilling
Basin Method, and the Stephenson's Method were used to_ size the rock. The
5-ft (1.5-m) toe apron depth was designed to prevent potential scour due to
PMP storm runoff away from the apron.
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4.5 ROCK DURABILITY

4.6

4.7

Rock from the three proposed borrow sources (Craig Basalt Quarry, Maybell
Gravel Source, and Juniper Mountain Limestone Quarry) was tested for quality
and durability. Calculation MAY-336-06-00 in Attachment 1, Volume I, lists the
data and results. The rock meets all the standard UMTRA Project durability
requirements.

QUALITY CONTROL {TESTING AND INSPECTION) FOR EROSION PROTECTION

Section 3.3 of this report details the construction, construction control quality
assurance, and testing and inspection procedures.

UPSTREAM DAM FAILURES

4.8

No impoundments exist in the site area or upstream of the site whose failure
could potentially affect the site.

SUMMARY

The DOE concludes that the Maybell site design will meet EPA requirements as
stated or referenced in 40 CFR Part 192 with regard to flood design measures
and erosion protection. An adequate hydraulic design has been provided to
ensure stability of the contaminated material at the Maybell site for up to 1000
years. •
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5.0 WATER RESOURCES PROTECTION

5.1 HYDROGEOLOGIC CHARACTERIZATION

The DOE has characterized the hydrogeologic units, hydraulic and transport
properties, water quality, ground water use, and geochemical conditions at the
Maybell site. Major points of this characterization are summarized below.
Attachment 3, Ground Water Hydrology Report, the Hydrological Services
Calculations (Appendix A), and Ground Water Quality by Location, (Appendix B)
detail the hydrologic site characterization.

5.1.1 Hvdroqeoloqic units identification

The existing tailings pile overlies the Browns Park Formation of Miocene age,
which unconformably overlies truncated rocks of the Cretaceous Mancos Shale.
In the site area, the Browns Park Formation consists of poorly cemented fluvio-
lacustrine and eolian sandstones. Within these sandstones are small lenses of
shale and well-cemented intervals of calcite. The underlying Cretaceous
Mancos Shale consists of low-permeability dark gray marine shale, with
lenticular sandstone beds near the top and base. Section 3.3,
Hydrostratigraphy, Attachment 3, presents a more complete discussion of the
hydrostratigraphy.

5.1.2 Hydraulic and transport properties

The principal aquifer system is the upper sandstone unit of the Browns Park
Formation. Unconfined ground water occurs within this formation at depths
from 35 to greater than 300 ft (11 to 90 m) beneath the ground surface. The
arithmetic mean for transmissivity and storativity determined from pumping
tests were 92 ft2/day (8.5 m2/day) and 4.0 x 10'3, respectively. The average

v hydraulic conductivity of this aquifer was 1.7 ft/day (6.x 10'4 cm/s) and the
average linear ground water velocity was 0.17 ft/day (5.2 cm/day) (62 ft/year)
(19 m/year).

The Maybell site is in a recharge area with a limited upslope catchment basin.
Ground water recharge to the Browns Park Formation is principally from the
infiltration of precipitation in the form of rain or snow. The ground water in the
Browns Park Formation discharges to the Yampa River alluvial aquifer system.
The potentiometric surface indicates that the ground water is flowing
southwesterly, away from the existing tailings site. Section 3.4, Hydraulic
Characteristics, Attachment 3, presents a more detailed discussion of hydraulic
characteristics.

5.1.3 Geochemical conditions

Section 3.9, Attachment 3 presents a discussion of the Maybell tailings site and
the geochemical mechanisms that attenuate ground water contamination at the
site.
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5.1.4 Characterization methods

The DOE has characterized the Maybell site hydrology with field investigations,
including corehole drilling, monitor well completion, water level measurement,
suction lysimeter installation, open corehole packer testing, and monitor well
slug testing. Long-term pumping tests also were conducted to measure aquifer
parameters. Ground water geochemical and microbiological analyses included
collecting and analyzing ground water and surface water for the constituents
listed in Table 8.1 of the TAD (DOE, 1989), Table 1 to Subpart A and Appendix
I to Part 192. Sections 3 .1 , Previous Investigations, and 3.2, Current
Investigations, Attachment 3, give additional details regarding the
characterization methods.

5.1.5 Water use

5.1.6

The nearest downgradient domestic well is 3 mi (5 km) south of the existing
Maybell tailings site. The well is completed in the Yampa River Valley alluvium,
which is recharged by the Browns Park Formation. The cost for annual water
use in the Maybell area was estimated to be $17,400. Section 4.0, Ground
Water Use, Value, and Alternative Supplies, Attachment 3, provides additional
information on ground water use, value, and alternative supplies.

Background ground water quality

5.1.7

Upgradient background ground water quality in the Browns Park Formation has
maximum observed concentrations of arsenic, cadmium, lead, molybdenum,
selenium, uranium, and the combined activities of Ra-226 and Ra-228 that
exceed the final EPA maximum concentration limits (MCL) (40 CFR Part 192).
Downgradient background ground water quality in the Browns Park Formation
has maximum observed concentrations of arsenic, cadmium, lead, molybdenum,
nitrate, selenium, and uranium that exceed the final EPA MCLs (40 CFR Part
192). The integration of data from upgradient and uncontaminated
downgradient monitor wells yields a more complete picture of the variable (and
often poor) water quality in the Browns Park Formation. Browns Park domestic
well 650 in particular shows elevated levels of hazardous constituents (e.g.,
nitrate), yet it is located near Maybell several miles downgradient of the tailings
pile. This well is far beyond the possible influence of contamination from the
tailings pile. Section 3.5, Background Ground Water Quality, Attachment 3,
provides additional information on the background ground water quality at the
site.

Tailings characterization

Existing concentrations of hazardous constituents in the tailings pile were
estimated by chemical analyses of tailings pore water samples obtained from
suction lysimeters installed in the tailings pile. Hazardous constituents were
those listed in Table 1 to Subpart A and Appendix I to Part 192. Concentrations
of hazardous constituents were compared with the final EPA MCLs (40 CFR Part
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192). Mean concentrations of hazardous constituents from the lysimeter
samples that exceed the final EPA MCLs are arsenic, cadmium, molybdenum,
nitrate, selenium, uranium, and the combined activities of Ra-226 and Ra-228.
See Sections 3.6, Tailings Characterization, and 3.7, Tailings Subsoil
Characterization, Attachment 3, for further discussion of the tailings
characterization.

5.1.8 Extent of existing contamination

5.2

Geochemical conditions affect contaminant migration in the aquifer at the
existing tailings site. There is evidence of neutral pH and reducing conditions in
the Browns Park Formation, which would cause precipitation of many of the
hazardous constituents of concern. Section 3.8, Extent of Existing Ground
Water Contamination, Attachment 3, provides additional discussion on the
extent of existing contamination in the Browns Park Formation.

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN FEATURES FOR WATER RESOURCES PROTECTION

5.3

The disposal option proposed for the Maybell tailings site involves stabilization in
place of the contaminated materials. Windblown tailings and waterbome
contamination will be added to the existing tailings pile. All contaminated
materials will be consolidated and compacted to form a completed disposal cell
covering approximately 66 ac (27 ha). Natural materials will cover the
contaminated materials to achieve a multicomponent cover. The cover has been
designed to stabilize the contaminated materials, meet the radiation protection
standard, reduce the amount of precipitation infiltration, protect the radon
barrier from frost and biointrusion, and protect ground water resources. Section
3.2.4, Cover Design, of this RAS report and Section 2.2, Design Features,
Attachment 4, Water Resources Protection Strategy, present a detailed
discussion of the cover design.

DISPOSAL

5.3.1 Ground water protection standard for disposal

To achieve compliance with the final EPA ground water protection standards
(40 CFR Part 192), the DOE proposes a narrative supplemental standard that
ensures protection of human health and the environment. Section 3.2,
Narrative Supplemental Standard, in Attachment 4 details the DOE-proposed
narrative supplemental standard.

Hazardous constituents

Identified hazardous constituents are likely to be in, or derived from, RRM at the
Maybell tailings site. Pore fluids obtained from suction lysimeters installed in
the tailings were analyzed for the hazardous constituents listed in Table 1 to
Subpart A and Appendix I to Part 192. Mean concentrations of hazardous
constituents were compared with the final EPA MCLs (40 CFR Part 192). Mean
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concentrations of hazardous constituents from the tailings pore water that
exceed the final EPA MCLs are arsenic, cadmium, molybdenum, nitrate,
selenium, uranium, and the combined activities of Ra-226 and Ra-228.

A scan for the presence of organic hazardous constituents was conducted in
October 1989. Ground water samples collected from monitor wells 643, 645,
and 648 were analyzed for organic hazardous constituents listed in Appendix I
to Part 192. No organic hazardous constituents were detected. Monitor wells
643, 645, and 648 are located within the tailings pile footprint, and ground
water samples analyzed from these wells would be the best indicator for the
presence of organic hazardous constituents due to proximity to tailings seepage.
Sections 3.6 (Tailings Characterization), 3.7 {Tailings Subsoil Characterization),
and 3.8 (Extent of Ground Water Contamination), in Attachment 3 and Section
3.1.1, Hazardous Constituents, in Attachment 4 provide further discussion of
tailings characterization.

Concentration limits

The DOE is not proposing numerical concentration limits for hazardous
constituents identified in the ground water at the Maybell site, because
upgradient and downgradient background ground water quality in the Browns

. Park Formation is highly variable. Concentrations of the final EPA hazardous
constituents vary from below laboratory method reporting limits to 1 order of
magnitude above the final EPA MCLs (see Section 3.5, Background Ground
Water Quality, Attachment 3).

The ground water in the Browns Park Formation is not a current or potential
drinking water source downgradient of the affected area. Therefore,
establishing numerical concentration limits for the identified hazardous
constituents at a specified POC will not further protect human health and the
environment.

Point of compliance

No POC ground water monitoring is proposed for the Browns Park Formation at
the Maybell site. POC ground water monitoring would not serve any purpose
because of several site-specific conditions. First, upgradient and downgradient
background ground water quality in the uppermost aquifer is highly variable and
generally poor. Second, the Browns Park Formation aquifer is not a current or
potential drinking water source downgradient of the proposed disposal cell.
Third, the proposed remedial action comes as close to meeting the otherwise
applicable standards as is reasonable under the circumstances.

In lieu of POC ground water monitoring, the DOE proposes a conceptual cell
performance monitoring plan to satisfy 40 CFR Part 192, Subparts A and B
during the post-closure period. A detailed cell performance monitoring plan will
be provided in the Maybell LTSP.
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5.3.2 Supplemental standards

To achieve compliance with the final EPA ground water standards, the DOE
proposes the application of a narrative supplemental ground water standard at
the Maybell site. The basis for this application is that ground water in the
aquifer (Browns Park Formation) meets the limited use criterion (40 CFR
§192.21 (g)) due to widespread ambient contamination. Section 3.2, Narrative
Supplemental Standard, Attachment 4, presents a detailed discussion of the
DOE-proposed supplemental standard for the Maybell site. The following
sections summarize that discussion.

Applicability demonstration

The widespread, ambient contamination of background ground water quality in
the Browns Park Formation in the Maybell site vicinity is not related to milling
activities at the designated site. The upgradient and downgradient background
ground water quality is contaminated by both naturally occurring uranium
mineralization and mining activities not related to uranium milling operations on
the site.

The nearest drinking water well is more than 3 mi (5 km) southwest of the
existing tailings pile. This well is obtaining water from the Yampa River Valley
alluvium, not the Browns Park Formation. Future use of ground water in the
affected area will be minimal because of the remote location of the Maybell
tailings site to existing and future potential water users and the generally poor
quality of ground water in the mineralized Browns Park Formation aquifer.

Supplemental standards description

The DOE is not proposing numerical concentration limits for the hazardous
constituents identified in the contaminated materials at the Maybell site. In
addition, no POC has been established. The Browns Park Formation is not a
current or potential drinking water source downgradient of the tailings disposal
site. Establishing numerical concentration limits for the identified hazardous
constituents at a specified POC will not further protect human health and the
environment.

Demonstration of remedial action compliance with supplemental standards

The proposed disposal cell design for the Maybell site meets the NRC's "as low
as reasonable under the circumstances" criterion for supplemental standard
application (NRC, 1989). The DOE's consideration of a supplemental standard
included evaluating long-term seepage, transient drainage, and geochemical
conditions at the site. Results of these evaluations indicate that the proposed
design of the disposal cell and its anticipated longevity performance will ensure
protection of human health and the environment.
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Demonstration of remedial action adherence with applicable standards

To demonstrate compliance of the proposed disposal cell design with the final
EPA ground water standards (applicable standards), design parameters were
evaluated in conjunction with the hydrogeologic and geochemical characteristics
of the Maybell site. These investigations were conducted to determine the
distribution of hazardous constituents in ground water under steady state
conditions and the potential for contaminant migration after stabilization. From
these investigations, the DOE has concluded that by incorporating design
features that are as close to meeting the otherwise applicable standard as is
reasonable under the circumstances, the remedial action will protect the Browns
Park Formation aquifer.

5.3.3 Performance assessment

The DOE is required to demonstrate that the performance of the disposal cell at
the Maybell site will comply with the final EPA ground waterprotection
standard 40 CFR §192.02(c)(2). To achieve compliance with these EPA
ground water protection standards, the DOE proposes the application of a
supplemental ground water standard at the Maybell site. Ground water in the
uppermost aquifer meets the definition of a limited use resource, based on
widespread ambient contamination that exists due to naturally occurring
uranium mineralization and to mining activities not related to uranium milling
operations that occurred on the site (40 CFR §192.21 (g)).

To demonstrate compliance of the disposal cell design with the final EPA ground
water protection standards, design parameters were evaluated in conjunction
with the hydrogeologic and geochemical characteristics of the Maybell site to
determine: 1) the distribution of hazardous constituents in ground water under
steady-state conditions and 2) the potential for contaminant migration after
stabilization. Section 3.9 of Attachment 3 provides a more detailed discussion
of the geochemical conditions and mechanisms. Further discussion of the
performance assessment is provided in Section 3.4 of Attachment 4.

5.3.4 Closure performance demonstration

The DOE has demonstrated that the remedial action at the Maybell disposal site
complies with the final EPA ground water protection standards (40 CFR Part
192) by meeting supplemental standards based on limited use ground water in
the uppermost aquifer. The DOE has assessed the performance of the designed
disposal cell at the Maybell site in conjunction with the hydrogeologic system
and has shown that the disposal cell acts to minimize and control releases of
hazardous constituents to ground water and surface water, and radon
emanations to the atmosphere, to the extent necessary to protect human health
and the environment. Natural, stable materials will be used in construction of
the Maybell disposal cell so that the long-term performance is ensured and the
need for further maintenance of the disposal site is minimized (40 CFR
§192.02(d)).
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5.3.5 Ground water monitoring

5.3.6

Based on evaluation of, site characterization data, it has been determined that a
program to monitor ground water for demonstration of disposal cell performance
based on a set of concentration limits is not appropriate because ground water
in the uppermost aquifer is of limited use, and a narrative supplemental standard
has been applied to the site that does not include numerical concentration limits
or a point of compliance (POC) (40 CFR §192.21 (g)). The limited use
designation is based on the fact that ground water in the uppermost aquifer is
not a current or potential source of drinking water in the area because it
contains widespread ambient contamination (related to mineralization in the
area, and associated exploration and mining activities) that cannot be cleaned
up using methods reasonably employed by public water supply systems (40 CFR
§ 192.11 (e)). Defining concentration limits and a POC would not provide further
protection of human health and the environment.

The DOE plans to perform post-closure ground water level monitoring
downgradient from the disposal cell as a "best management practice" (BMP).
The purpose of this BMP monitoring is to measure changes in ground water
levels in monitor wells 695 and 696 that may be related to transient drainage
caused by construction of the disposal cell. Computer modeling to simulate
existing ground water conditions at the Maybell site and predict the effects of
transient drainage resulting from remedial action construction has provided a
better understanding of site ground water conditions, the rate of dissipation of
the ground water mound beneath the site, and the potential water level impacts
of transient drainage. Based on this understanding, evaluation of transient
drainage by monitoring ground water levels downgradient from the site may not
be definitive because the potential increase in water level resulting from
transient drainage would be masked by the predicted decrease in water level
due to dissipation of the ground water mound, which in turn would be affected
by the natural fluctuation of ground water levels in the area.

BMP monitoring is not required under the regulations for the purpose of
demonstrating compliance with the final EPA ground water protection standards
(40 CFR §192.02) and will not trigger corrective action (40 CFR §192.04). The
appropriate method for long-term monitoring of performance of the disposal
system and protection of ground water will be determined and described in the
LTSP.

Corrective action plan

Pursuant to 40 CFR §192.04 the DOE will define alternative corrective actions
that could be implemented to bring the site into compliance if the cell
performance monitoring indicates the disposal cell is not functioning properly.
Although it is not possible to propose specific detailed corrective action plans,
potential failure scenarios for the Maybell disposal site and potential corrective
actions are summarized in Table 3.32 in Attachment 4 of the RAP.
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The Maybell disposal cell has been designed and will be constructed to perform
for the mandated design life of 1000 years. The disposal cell design has
incorporated standard safety factors and should therefore perform for a period
of greater than 1000 years with minimal maintenance.1 Failure of the proposed
designed disposal cell at the Maybell site is not anticipated because natural
materials will be used.

5.4 GROUND WATER CLEANUP

To achieve compliance with Subpart B of 40 CFR Part 192 (ground water
cleanup) at the Maybell UMTRA Project site, the DOE proposes no remediation
as the ground water compliance strategy. This determination has been made
using the ground water strategy selection framework developed in the final
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for the Uranium Mill Tailings
Remedial Action Ground Water Project (PEIS) (DOE, 1996a).

The ground water compliance strategy of no remediation is based on ground
water in the uppermost aquifer (Browns Park Formation) being classified as
limited use, thus providing the basis for the application of supplemental
standards 40 CFR §192.21 (g) and §192.11(e). Ground water in the uppermost
aquifer at the Maybell site contains widespread, ambient uranium and other ore-
related constituents (such as arsenic and selenium) resulting from naturally-
occurring conditions (natural uranium mineralization) and from the effects of
broad-scale human activity not related to uranium-milling operations (uranium
exploration and mining activities).

Applying the decision framework developed in the final PEIS as the compliance
strategy selection process, the DOE has determined that in a very limited area,
ground water in the uppermost aquifer was contaminated by uranium processing
activities at the Maybell site. Ground water quality in areas adjacent to the
tailings embankment, both inside and outside the permanent land withdrawal
area, was statistically compared to background ground water concentrations.
These comparisons indicate that the levels of constituents of concern that were
added to ground water by uranium milling activities decline sharply in areas next
to the site. Concentrations of site related constituents outside of the permanent
withdrawal are within the range of background.

The strategy selection framework as applied to the Maybell site consists of five
steps that are summarized below:

• The first step of the decision framework was an assessment of existing
data based on a ground water site conceptual model. Evaluation of existing
site data coupled with the Maybell site conceptual model indicates that
sufficient hydrologic and ground water contamination characterization data
exist to make an appropriate Subpart B compliance strategy selection.

• The second step identifies and compares the list of ground water
constituents of concern with MCLs or background ground water quality.
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The constituents with concentrations above background include ammonium,
cadmium, molybdenum, nitrate, selenium, sulfate, uranium, radium-226,
and thorium-230.

• The third step determines whether the contaminated ground water qualifies
for supplemental standards based on the classification of ground water as
limited use. The widespread, ambient contamination (not due to uranium
mill tailing processing) meets the requirements for supplemental standards
under Subparts B and C. Ground water concentrations of uranium and
other ore-related constituents found in background ground water cannot be
cleaned up using treatment methods reasonably employed in public water
supply systems.

• The fourth step determines whether human health and environmental risks
that result from applying supplemental standards are acceptable. There is
no risk to human health and the environment because there are no known
exposure pathways for ground water from the uppermost aquifer to reach a
receptor (DOE, 1996b). No one is using or is projected to use the ground
water from the uppermost aquifer for any purpose.

• The fifth and final step in the framework leads to the selection of an
appropriate compliance strategy to meet the final EPA ground water
protection standards. The selection is to perform no remediation based on
ground water in the uppermost aquifer being classified as limited use, which
allows the application of supplemental standards. Limited use ground water
at the Maybell site is neither a current nor potential source of drinking water
because of widespread, ambient contamination that cannot be cleaned up
using treatment methods reasonably employed in public water supply
systems (40CFR §192.11(e)).

The long-term surveillance plan (LTSP) will describe the monitoring and
surveillance activities for Subpart B compliance at the Maybell site.

5.5 SUMMARY

The DOE must demonstrate compliance with the final EPA ground water
protection standards pursuant to 40 CFR Part 192. To achieve compliance, the
DOE proposes a narrative supplemental standard that ensures protection of
human health and the environment. The supplemental standard applies to the
Browns Park Formation and will not include numerical concentration limits, for
the hazardous constituents identified in the contaminated materials at the
Maybell site. In addition, no POC has been proposed.

The disposal option proposed for the Maybell tailings site involves stabilizing in
place the existing tailings and associated contaminated materials. An
above-ground disposal cell has been designed to reduce radon emanation,
minimize infiltration of water, withstand differential settlement, resist
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degradation, and meet the final EPA ground water protection standards (40 CFR
Part 192).

The DOE has characterized the Browns Park Formation aquifer at the Maybell
site. Ground water is not a current or potential source of drinking water and is
designated as limited use based on naturally occurring widespread ambient
contamination. Background ground water quality upgradient and downgradient
of the tailings pile is highly variable and generally poor. Extensive low-grade
uranium mineralization found in the Browns Park Formation has affected water
quality naturally, as have open pit mining operations upgradient from the site.

Because of the remote location of the tailings site to existing and future
potential drinking water users and the generally poor ground water quality in the
Browns Park Formation, expected future use of ground water as a drinking
water source in the site area is minimal. The historical lack of ground water use
as a drinking water source near the Maybell tailings site supports this
conclusion.

The performance assessment indicates that the remedial action will allow for
compliance with the final EPA ground water protection standards (40 CFR Part
192) because 1) most downgradient monitor wells within the influence of the
tailings pile have not provided evidence of ground water contamination resulting
from mill operations at the Maybell site; 2) the disposal cell design will minimize
infiltration of water; 3) temporary increased seepage rates will occur
immediately following disposal cell closure but will return to steady-state
conditions after 1.5 years (the effects of this temporary increased seepage rate
will be no worse than that which occurred during the period of mill operation);
and 4) favorable geochemical conditions rapidly decrease contamination of
ground water downgradient within the influence of the tailings pile.

Remedial action will not preclude any future evaluation of ground water at the
Maybell site. The DOE is not leaving a threat to human health or the
environment in the Browns Park Formation because no drinking water wells
currently exist within the affected environment adjacent to the mill site that
withdraw ground water from the Browns Park Formation aquifer.

Following construction of the disposal cell, the DOE will institute a LTSP for the
post-disposal period, pursuant to 40 CFR Part 192. In order to verify the
expected performance of the completed disposal cell, the Maybell site-specific
LTSP will provide a disposal cell performance monitoring plan. Development of
the LTSP will follow the criteria described in the DOE's Guidance for
Implementing the Long-term Surveillance Program for UMTRA Project Title I
Sites (DOE, 1996c).

To achieve compliance with Subpart B of 40 CFR Part 192 (ground water
cleanup) at the Maybell UMTRA Project site, the DOE proposes no remediation
as the ground water compliance strategy. This is based on ground water in the
uppermost aquifer (Browns Park Formation) being classified as limited use, thus
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providing the basis for the application of supplemental standards 40 CFR
§192.21 (g) and §192.11(e).
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6.0 RADON ATTENUATION AND SITE CLEANUP

This section summarizes the disposal cell design and relevant parameters selected in
evaluating the radon barrier. The radiation survey plan is discussed with respect to
providing reasonable assurance of compliance with EPA standards at the Maybell site.

6.1 RADON ATTENUATION

Contaminated materials will be covered with 1,5 ft (0.5 m) of compacted
. earthen radon barrier materials amended with approximately 10 percent

bentonite. Four ft (1.2 m) of frost protection material will be placed over the
radon barrier. Erosion protection materials will consist of 1 ft (0.3 m) of rock on
the sideslopes and 8 inches (20 cm) of rock on the topslope, both placed on a
6-inch (15-cm)-thick bedding layer. Erosion and frost protection materials were
not considered in the radon attenuation calculations. The sequence of contami-
nated materials will place windblown materials with relatively low average
Ra-226 concentrations over mill yard/ore storage materials, which will be placed
over existing tailings with relatively high Ra-226 concentrations.

6.1.1 Parameter selection

The radon barrier design parameters and supporting calculations were utilized in
conjunction with the RAECOM model (NRC, 1984) to determine the cover
thickness needed to control radon flux to meet EPA standards of 20 pCi/m2s
(740 mBq/m2s) (40 CFR §192.02(b)(1). An ambient radon concentration in air
of 2.0 pCi/L (74 Bq/m3) was used for the RAECOM computer code, based on air
samples collected north of the tailings pile boundary. The radon barrier
thickness was determined based on procedures specified in the TAD
(DOE, 1989).

Specific design parameters discussed include 1) long-term moisture content,
2) radon diffusion coefficient, 3) Ra-226 content, 4) radon emanation
coefficient, 5) material thickness, and 6) bulk density, specific gravity, and
porosity. Calculation MAY-326-01-00 in Attachment 1, Volume III, presents the
RAECOM input parameters for Maybell materials. Table 6.1 summarizes these
RAECOM input parameters.

As of January 16, 1994 (the date of Calculation MAY-326-01-00), analytical
test data for some material properties were incomplete. All available test data
to date have been used in the calculation. The radon barrier design parameters
will be verified and/or revised upon completion of additional analytical testing.

Long-term moisture content

Average long-term moisture contents for contaminated materials and the radon
barrier materials were determined using an analysis of optimum moisture
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contents, 15-bar capillary moisture tests, and computer modeling results.
Modeling results were selected because they were the lowest and therefore
most conservative results. A conservative long-term moisture content of 13.5
percent was assumed for the radon barrier materials, which had average 15-bar
test results of 14.1 percent. Six percent was determined for the off-pile
windblown and mill yard/ore storage materials. The tailings materials were
assumed to have a long-term moisture content of 10 percent.

Radon diffusion coefficient

Radon diffusion was measured in the laboratory as a function of moisture
saturation for samples of radon barrier, tailings, and windblown materials. The
derived data were plotted and least-square curves were obtained for each
sample. Diffusion coefficients then were calculated for each sample using
specific moisture saturations derived from densities, porosities, and long-term
moisture content values. An average diffusion coefficient of 0.0006 square
centimeters per second (cm2/s) (0.00009 square inches per second [in2/s]) was
obtained for the radon barrier materials. Tailings materials had an average of
0.05 cm2/s (0.008 in2/s) for diffusion. A diffusion coefficient of 0.031 cm2/s
(0.005 in2/s) was obtained for windblown material and was assumed for mill
yard/ore storage materials.

Diffusion coefficient tests were performed on the radon barrier materials mixed
with the appropriate percentage of bentonite compacted to 95 percent of
Standard Proctor maximum density. The results of this testing will be used in
the final radon barrier analysis, compared to default values, and included inthe
Completion Report for the Maybell site.

Radium-226 content

Ra-226 concentrations in samples from boreholes and surface/subsurface soils
were determined primarily by gamma spectroscopy. Average Ra-226
concentrations then were calculated for each layer (see material thickness
below) by volume-weighting individual layers of contamination within the
tailings pile and subareas within the windblown and mill yard/ore storage areas.
Average Ra-226 concentrations for the tailings pile, mill yard/ore storage, and
windblown layers were 156, 168, and 36 pCi/g (5770, 6220, and 1330
mBq/g), respectively. Ra-226 concentration data can be found in Calculations
MAY-327-02-01 and MAY-326-01-00 in Attachment 1, Volume III.

Radon emanation coefficient

Radon emanation coefficients for tailings materials were determined from a
series of standard laboratory measurements over a range of moistures and
Ra-226 concentrations. Radon emanation was determined to be statistically
independent of both moisture and Ra-226 concentrations using standard
regressional and statistical analyses.
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. Emanation coefficients ranged from 0.26 to 0.46 for tailings materials, the
average radon emanation was 0.30 for tailings. Windblown, mill yard/ore
storage, and radon barrier materials were assigned average emanations of 0.35
by default to the NRC-recommended values. Radon emanation coefficients for
the windblown and mill yard/ore storage materials will be measured during
remedial action, used in the final radon barrier anlaysis, and included in the
Completion Report for the Maybell site.

Material thickness

Specific thicknesses of three discrete layers were calculated for 1) the tailings
pile, 2) mill yard/ore storage, and 3) windblown materials. Thicknesses were
calculated based on volumes of materials and their ultimate geometric
placement in the disposal cell. Volumes were determined from analyses of
borings from the tailings pile and soil samples from off-pile locations.
Information on layer thicknesses can be found in Calculation MAY-326-01-00 in
Attachment 1, Volume III.

Bulk density, specific gravity, and porosity

Bulk densities, specific gravities, and porosities of contaminated and radon
barrier materials were determined using standard tests and procedures,
assuming design compactions of 90 percent for contaminated materials and 100
percent of Standard Proctor maximum density for barrier materials. Radon
barrier materials had an average dry bulk density of 1.78 grams per cubic
centimeter (g/cm3) (111 pounds per cubic foot [Ib/ft3]) at 100 percent of
Standard Proctor maximum density. The porosity was 0.33 at 100 percent
compaction and the specific gravity was 2.66. Radon barrier materials samples
were amended with 10 percent bentonite and compaction tests were based on
the ASTM D698-78, Method A (ASTM, 1988b) procedure. Information on
radon barrier materials physical properties can be found in Calculation MAY-
355-03-01 in Attachment 1, Volume III.

Tailings materials had an average density of 1.2 g/cm3 (75 Ib/ft3), porosity of
0.57, and specific gravity of 2.76, assuming a long-term moisture content of 10
percent. The mill yard/ore storage and windblown materials had an average
density of 1.60 g/cm3 (100 Ib/ft3) and porosity of 0.39 at 90 percent of
Standard Proctor maximum density, and the specific gravity was 2.64.
Information on contaminated materials physical properties can be found in
Calculation MAY-326-01-00 in Attachment 1, Volume III.

The bulk density, specific gravity, and porosity for mill yard/ore storage
materials at the design compaction levels were determined using standard tests
and procedures. Windblown materials were not tested, and the values for these
properties for the windblown materials were assumed to be the same as those
for the mill yard/ore storage materials. During remedial action, the in-place
density of the windblown materials will be measured. A sensitivity analysis also
will determine how the effect of specific gravity variations in these materials
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affects the radon barrier thickness. This information will be used in the final
radon barrier anlaysis in the Completion Report for the Maybell site."

6.1.2 Calculational methodology and design results

The radon barrier design was evaluated with respect to compliance with the
EPA radon flux standard of 20 pCi/m2s (740 mBq/m2s) (40 CFR §192.02(b)(1)
using the RAECOM computer code (NRC, 1984). The current design assumes
the relocated tailings and contaminated materials will be compacted to
90 percent of Standard Proctor maximum density and the radon barrier materials
will be amended with 10 percent bentonite and compacted to 95 percent of
Standard Proctor maximum density.

A maximum cover thickness of 2 inches (5 cm) was required to achieve the
20 pCi/m2s (740 mBq/m2s) (40 CFR §192.02(b)(1) radon flux standard using
mean values for all parameters. Two inches (5 cm) of cover materials also
would be required if contaminated materials from the windblown or mill yard/ore
storage areas were not relocated under the sideslopes of the disposal cell.. A
sensitivity analysis calculation is not required unless at least 5.9 inches (15 cm)
is required from calculations with average values. The 18-inch (46-cm)
minimum "constructable" thickness cover, as required by the TAD (DOE, 1989),
is adequate to reduce radon fluxes to below the 20 pCi/m2s (740 mBq/m2s)
(40 CFR §192.02(b)(1) standard. Information on the evaluation of the radon
barrier can be found in Calculation MAY-326-02-00 in Attachment 1, Volume III.

. Figure 1.5 of this report shows a typical cross section of the designed disposal
cell.

The radon barrier has been designed to control the tailings and other RRM to
meet the EPA standards in 40 CFR §192.02)(b). The Maybell disposal cell cover
also can resist degradation and other geotechnical concerns, minimize
infiltration, and meet radon protection standards throughout its design life.
Section 3.2.4 of this report provides detailed information regarding the
infiltration barrier of the disposal cell cover.

As previously stated, additional tests were performed to determine the
percentage of bentonite that will be mixed with the radon barrier materials and
to determine actual values for various properties of the radon barrier and
contaminated materials. This information will be used in the final radon barrier
analysis and included in the Completion Report for the Maybell site.

6.2 PROCESSING SITE CLEANUP

A number of investigators conducted extensive field sampling and radiological
surveys to determine the extent and degree of contamination at the Maybell
site. Distribution of contaminated materials are shown in Calculation MAY-326-
01-00 in Attachment 1, Volume III. As discussed in the Executive Summary
and Section 1.2.3 of this report, supplemental surface cleanup standards are
proposed for most of Johnson Wash and Lay Creek. Justification is based on
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environmental harm to riparian and wetland areas, costly excavation and
diversion of Lay Creek, detrimental effects on geomorphic stability in Johnson
Wash, low radon flux from existing contaminants, and low predicted effects
from human consumption of cattle that graze in Johnson Wash.

6.2.1 Radiological site characterization

Table 6.2 summarizes measurements of background and existing radiological
site conditions. Calculation MAY-327-02-01 of Attachment 1, Volume III,
presents additional information.

Approximately 3.37 million yd3 (2.58 million m3) of contaminated materials exist
at the Maybell site. The existing tailings pile 2.8 million yd3 (2.1 million m3) has
an average Ra-226 concentration of 201 pCi/g (7440 mBq/g). The mill yard/ore
storage area north of the tailings pile has an average Ra-226 concentration of
44 pCi/g (1630 mBq/g). The DOE will investigate to determine the amount of
this contamination that may have been incorrectly identified as RRM, but in
reality is naturally occurring uranium deposits. The fact that several uranium
pits are nearby and the site was an open pit mine supports this possibility.

Johnson Wash and a section of Lay Creek are contaminated from past
accidental and routine releases of liquid effluents. Tables 6.3 and 6.4
summarize average Ra-226 and Th-230 concentrations in sediments as a
function of depth in Johnson Wash and Lay Creek, respectively. Ra-226 and
Th-230 concentrations in Johnson Wash increase with depth (Table 6.3), but
deeper samples from nearby test pits indicate Ra-226 concentrations of less
than 5.0 pCi/g (185 mBq/g) below 24 inches (61 cm). Th-230 concentrations
in excess of 35 pCi/g (1300 mBq/g) extend to 4 ft (1.2 m) in one test pit near
the tailings pile.

Radionuclide concentrations decrease with depth for Ra-226 and Th-230 in
sediments from Lay Creek. Sediments in Lay Creek are contaminated to a mean
depth of 1.5 ft (0.5 m). Average Ra-226 and Th-230 surface concentrations
shown in Table 6.4 are expected to drop to 5 and 11 pCi/g (185 and
407 mBq/g), respectively, following remediation of the Lay Creek hot spot.
Thorium-230 and Ra-226 concentrations in the hot spot range up to 531 and
552 pCi/g (19,600 and 20,400 mBq/g), respectively, but are confined to a
narrow depth of 1 ft (0.3 m) or less.

6.2.2 Cleanup standards

The DOE is committed to removing surface and near-surface contaminated
materials and placing them in an engineered disposal cell to meet the
requirements of 40 CFR §192.12(a), Subpart B. All
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Table 6.2 Background and on-site radiation measurements for the Maybell site
near Maybell, Colorado

Measurement Average Range Source

Gamma exposure rate
(A/R/hr)

Background

Tailings pile

Mill yard/ore storage

Windblown

Radon in air
pCi/L (mBq/m3)

Background

Tailings site

Radon surface flux
pCi/m2s (mBq/m2s)

Background

Tailings site
(1976)

(1980)

Soil concentrations
pCi/g (mBq/g)

Background

Uranium

Th-230

Ra-226

Tailings site

Uranium

Th-230

Ra-226

Mill yard/ore storage
Th-230

Ra-226

14

120

73

30

7 -

3 0 -

2 9 -

17-

15

300

248

-.70

EG&G,

BFEC,

BFEC,

BFEC,

1982

1985

1985

1985

0.7
(2.6x104)

3.4
(1.3x105)

10a

(370)a

87
(3219)

125
.(4625)

0.3 - 2.8
(1.1x104- 1.0x1051

1.1 - 5 . 0
(4.1x104- 1.9x105)

10a

(370)a

7 5 - 9 9
(2775 - 3663)

73-191
(2701 - 7067)

DOE,

DOE,

FBDU

FBDU

FBDU

1990

1990

, 1981

, 1981

, 1981

3.1
(115)
1.3
(48)
1.4
(52)

34
(1258)

230
(8510)

201
(7437)

103
(3811)

4 4 •
(1628)

1.4-5.6
(52 - 207)
1.0 - 1.7

(37.0 - 63)
0.5 - 2.2
(19-81)

1 - 505
(37- 1.9x104)

3-575
(111 -2.1x10")

3-1107
(111 -4.1x104)

7-329
(259 - 1.2x104)

1 -924
(37 - 3.4x104)

BFEC, 1985

BFEC, 1985

BFEC, 1985

MSRD, 1982

BFEC, 1985

BFEC, 1985

BFEC, 1985

BFEC, 1985
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Table 6.2 Background and on-site radiation measurements for the Maybell site near
Maybell, Colorado (Concluded)

Measurement Average Range Source

Groundwater
pCi/L (mBq/m3)

Background

Gross alpha

Uranium

Ra-226

Tailings site

Gross alpha

Uranium

Ra-226

10
(3.7x10s)

7.3
(2.7x105)

0.6
(2.2x104)

1300
(4.8x107)

1100
(4.1 x107)

1.2
(4.4x104)

0 - 4 5
(0- 1.7x106)

0.2 - 37
(7.4x103- 1.4x106)

0.1 -0.8
(3.7x103- 3.0x1I04)

22 - 3500
(8.1 x105 - 1.3x108)

14-3750
(5.2x105- 1.4x10s)

0.1 -2.1
(3.7x103- 7.8x104)

TAC, 1986

TAC, 1986

TAC, 1 986

TAC, 1986

TAC, 1986

TAC, 1986

aValue reported based on one measurement.

= microroentgens per hour.
mBq/m3 = millibecquerels per cubic meter.
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Table 6.3 Average radionuclide concentrations in sediments from Johnson Wash
as a function of depth

depth

inches (cm)

Average

Fta-226

concentration

No. of

± standard error

Johnson Wash

samples

in pCi/g

Th-230

dry (mBq/g dry)a

No. of
samples

0-6

(0-15)

6-12

(15-30)

12-18

(30-46)

18-24

(46-61)

5.7

(211

10.2

(377

12.1

(448

40.4

(1495

± 1.1

± 41)

± 2.8

± 104)

± 4.9

± 181)

± 16.6

± 614)

16

16

16

11

27.9 ± 9.4

(1032 ± 348)

38.1 ± 13.2

(1410 ± 488)

65.9 ± 17.8

(2438 ± 659)

NS°

16

15

13

"Concentrations in picocuries per gram; converted to millibecquerels per gram.
bDepth in inches; converted to centimeters in parentheses.
cSamples not collected for analysis.
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Table 6.4 Average radionuclide concentrations in sediments from Lay Creek
as a function of depth

depth

in (cm)

Average

Ra-226

concentration

No. of

± standard error

Lay Creek

samples

in pCi/g

Th-230

dry {mBq/g dry)a

No. of
samples

0-6

(0-15)

6-12

(15-30)

12-18

(30-46)

18-24

(46-61)

19.2
(710

15.4

(570

11.5

(426

10.1

(374

± 10.8
± 400)

± 5.4

± 200)

+ 2.8

± 104)

± 1.5

± 56)

54

51

52

32

24.1 ± 10.5

(892 ± 389)

23.5 + 6.3

(870 ± 233)

19.4 ± 4.9

(718 ± 181)

NSC

54

54

30

aConcentrations in picocuries per gram; converted to millibecquerels per gram.
bDepth in inches; converted to centimeters in parentheses.
cSamples not collected for analysis.
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disturbed areas will be restored to grade for adequate control of surface
drainage.

The DOE will follow Subpart C (40 CFR §192.21 (b)) regarding the proposed
use of supplemental surface cleanup standards for portions of Johnson Wash
and Lay Creek. Contaminated materials in Johnson Wash south of the
permanent withdrawal boundary and materials in Lay Creek are not proposed for
cleanup. These areas are vicinity properties, and cleanup of any elevated
milling-related contamination in these areas will be conducted under the vicinity
property program. Justification for DOE's proposed use of supplemental surface
cleanup standards for most of Johnson Wash and Lay Creek is based on several
criteria:

• Environmental harm to riparian and wetland areas.

• Costly excavation and diversion of Lay Creek.

• Detrimental effects on geomorphic stability in Johnson Wash.

• Low radon flux from existing contaminants with respect to naturally
occurring uranium mineralization.

• Low predicted effects from human consumption of cattle that graze in
Johnson Wash.

The DOE has no plans to release for unrestricted use any contaminated
materials from the former processing site or equipment or structures from the
former processing mill. Union Carbide dismantled the former processing mill and
its associated equipment and structures after the mill ceased operations in
November 1964.

During the construction phase of the proposed remedial action, various types of
equipment will become contaminated. Any required decontamination will be
performed to levels that meet EPA standards; requirements for the UMTRA
Project Environmental, Safety, and Health Plan (DOE, 1992c) and guidelines of
the UMTRA Project Office Quality Assurance Program Plan [DOE, 1992a).

6.2.3 Cleanup verification

Excavation control monitoring will be conducted during remedial action to
ensure meeting the 5.0 pCi/g (185 mBq/g) and 15 pCi/g (555 mBq/g) above
background Ra-226 design standards for surface and subsurface soils,
respectively. Verification sampling will prevent both underexcavation and costly
overexcavation. The verification survey's intent is to provide reasonable
assurance of compliance with the standards. In addition, if Th-230 is
encountered in significant concentrations in soils following removal of Ra-226 to
EPA standards, supplemental surface cleanup standards under criterion (h) of 40
CFR §192.21, Subpart C, and criterion (b) of 40 CFR §192.22, Subpart C will
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be imposed in accordance with the current "Generic Protocol for Th-230
Cleanup/Verification at UMTRA Project Sites" position paper (DOE, 1993). No
further site Th-230 characterization is planned prior to construction activities.

The DOE and the TAC will conduct independent radiological surveillances and
health/safety audits of RAC efforts during remedial action to ensure that all
activities meet federal, state, and local standards and guidelines. Quality
control and quality assurance requirements and procedures are in place to
ensure that adequate cleanup and subsequent verification are properly
implemented and documented (DOE, 1992a).

Final verification surveys will document average Ra-226 concentrations on all
100 m2 (1076 ft2) areas remediated. Nine-plug composite surface soil samples
will be collected for each 100-m2 (1076-ft2) area and analyzed by gamma
spectroscopy to verify compliance with EPA standards. Average surface
Ra-226 concentrations must be below 5.0 pCi/g (185 mBq/g) plus background
and measured to within plus or minus 30 percent of the mean at the 95-percent
confidence level. Verification samples also will be collected in accordance.with
the current version of the "Generic Protocol for Th-230 Cleanup/Verification at
UMTRA Project Sites" position paper (DOE, 1993) to document that average
Th-230 soil concentrations are below established supplemental standards.

In addition, a nine-point composite gamma measurement technique may be used
in windblown contamination areas. This hand-held verification protocol will be
site-specific and must be approved by the DOE UMTRA Project Office. The
radiation tracking system mobile detection unit may be used to verify
contaminated areas that are too large to sample by hand.

6.3 SUMMARY

The disposal cell and radon barrier as designed will reduce radon flux to levels
below EPA standards in 40 CFR §192.02(b)(1), Subpart A. The DOE is
committed to clean up the Maybell site in accordance with EPA standards and
UMTRA Project safety and health requirements. Data (e.g., layer thickness,
densities, Ra-226 concentrations, emanation fractions, and residual radionuclide
concentrations) will be collected, verified, and analyzed during remediation to
ensure fulfillment of this commitment.
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3.0 GEOTECHNICAL STABILITY

This section and associated references describe the geotechnical engineering aspects of
the remedial action at the Maybell site. The following aspects of the remedial action are
described: the geotechnical information related to the processing site, tailings pile, and the
borrow sites; the design details related to the disposal cell and cover; and the materials
associated with the remedial action, including the tailings and other contaminated
materials.

3.1 SITE AND MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION

3.1.1 Geotechnical investigations

Subsurface geotechnical investigations and site characterization programs were
performed at the processing site, disposal cell area, and borrow sites. The
scope of the geotechnicalfield investigations included boreholes, piezocones,
and test pits. Drawings MAY-PS-10-0224, MAY-PS-10-0225, and MAY-PS-10-
0226 in Attachment 1, Subcontract Documents, present the locations of the
geotechnical field investigations. Attachment 1, Information for Bidders,
Volumes II, III, and IV, provides the data obtained during these characterization
programs.

Processing site

The scope of the subsurface geotechnical investigations of the contaminated
area included boreholes and piezocones. Drawings MAY-PS-10-0224 and
MAY-PS-10-0225 in Attachment 1, Subcontract Documents, show the locations
investigated. Attachment 1, Information for Bidders, Volumes II and III, Tailings
Pile and Off-Pile information, presents data compiled from the boreholes and
piezocones.

Disposal cell area

The scope of the subsurface geotechnical investigations included boreholes and
test pits. Drawings MAY-PS-10-0224 and MAY-PS-10-0225 in Attachment V,
Subcontract Documents, show the locations investigated. Logs of the
boreholes and test pits at the proposed disposal cell location were compiled and
are included in Attachment 1, Information for Bidders, Volumes II and III,
Tailings Pile and Off-Pile information.

Test pits were excavated with a tracked.backhoe. Individual borehole logs
provide specific information about the drilling methods used. Generally,
6.5-inch (16.5-cm) hollow stem augers were used until refusal; thereafter, a
4.0-irich (10-cm) rotary bit and casing were used to bedrock. Three samplers
used during the soils investigation were a 2.0-inch O.D. (outside diameter)
(5.1-cm) standard split spoon sampler for the American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM) standard penetration test (ASTM Standard D 1586-84)
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